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RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Un fkn believable
Curvature

May 25, 2018 11:16 pm

Mr. Brown Wrong choice you now have a problem! My lawyers are drafting service! You have 24 hours for a full
apology!
Rate this post

Featured News Links

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Un fkn believable
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 11:05 pm

Serve away Curvy
The wall is about to come crashing down
Until then, I have to put you on ignore with all the other KRN lap dogs that have recently shown up to distract
shareholders
Bye now!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Un fkn believable
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:57 pm

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order
Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition

Mr Brown Please be clear on who you are referring to and what your are talking about! Time to be clear cause you
pssed me off! I would be glad to have you served Tuesday morning!

Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Un fkn believable
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:53 pm

Nothing in my e-mail nor do I expect anything for Mr. Brown probably realizes information will be carefully
scrutinized.

NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading
Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Rate this post

RE:RE:Un fkn believable
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:44 pm

Mr. Brown You have access to my stockhouse e-mail. Please by all means send me all pertinent information. I will
be more than willing to offer an unbiased opinion. That said, make sure all the pertinent information is included!
Thanks
Rate this post

RE:Un fkn believable
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 10:41 pm

Thanks very much Der, and thanks to all the other shareholders offering their support today.
Its greatly appreciated
Looks like this little bombshell today might have backfired on these azzhats, as even more shareholders appear
pizzed that personal attacks on shareholders are now their plan to get re elected.
Hows that podcast coming Greg? That seems to be more important to shareholders
For 4 months its been Wheatley who, and today he wants to be every sharehiolders best friend.
Could there be any greater insult to KRN shareholders intelligence?

WITHHOLD and AGAINST

Rate this post

Un fkn believable
Derthebear

May 25, 2018 09:34 pm

Go mdjbrown you are the man ! Take them to the cleaners :D
Rate this post
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"Karnalyte Resources Inc is a Canada based company engaged in in the business of exploration
and development of agricultural and industrial potash. The company operates through the Potash
and Magnesium, out of which the Potash business segment generates maximum revenue for the
company. It is also focused on developing and extracting carnallite-sylvite mineral deposits through
a solution mining process."

Add To Watchlist

New

KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC > Locked up share?
View by Rating

May 26, 2018 03:18 pm

I a.m. also a big share holder I will be voting like I did when we had to get the garbage out the door. Withhold!!!!!
Rate this post

RE:Locked up share?
Qurous

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order

View modes: Flat - newest to oldest

RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
Blakes43

Featured News Links

May 26, 2018 01:59 pm

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition

Theend, I would like to hear your response to the allegations of scuttling the financing deal.

Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
jawadyar

May 26, 2018 02:35 am

What company? and what guys are you refering to? The company was dismantled the day these crooks at GSFC
fired Mr. Robin Phiney, thinking that they can do it without him; the actual founder and president of Karnalyte! The
company is packed, once again with a bunch of good for nothing, do nothing lame ducks waiting until their next
command from GSFC. Who are these guys? How come shareholders allow such incompetent bores and lousy
people take over karnalyte? As a loyal shareholder of Karnalyte, I believe Mr Robin Phinney is the only person that
has the connections, enthusiasm, and know how to get this baby off the ground.
Sincerely

NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading
Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 11:07 pm

You are very welcome Ari.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
Curvature

May 25, 2018 11:01 pm

Ari Good vote! Sounds like it was well thought out!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
Ariwibowo

May 25, 2018 10:58 pm

Hi mdjbrown, Been silents reader for couple years, only show up in time of shareholder meeting. I have received
the proxy form, many thanks. This time my proxy will surely emailed on time. WITHHOLD & AGAINST and name as
per suggestion. Good luck for all of us! Rgds, Ari
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 10:53 pm

So thats how this works.
Threats now from anonymous posters.
Mr Phinney and I must really be forming a crack in the armour, to be getting so much attention
Sorry pal, your idle threats dont work, and neither do KRNs.
If you are going to dish out insults all day, at least be man enough to accept them back, even if you choose to hide
behind your computer.
If KRN wants to publish lies against shareholders, they best be prepared for the push back.
You know how to reach me.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
2trumule

May 25, 2018 10:43 pm

Ha Ha Ha Mdjbrown aligning with Robin. Now thats a story for the ages. LOL
Maybe you feel Robin will go for your proposal--Good for mdjbrown but not for
the rest of shareholders.
As the company has stated the want to turn the page and put this nonsence behing them.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:33 pm

Mr. Brown I have said many times and continue to say I really have little to no skin in the game other than a bull

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

board hence the name lots of bull I guess! At any rate I am pretty easy going and take life in stride. That said,
threatening me might not be a real good idea on your part! In fact the next word out of your mouth will bring a law
suit from me even though I am a small share holder! Principle of the thing so keep your yapper shut!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Locked up share?
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:30 pm

Mr Brown Your proxy will go to Phinney! WTF I said way back there are 2 choices here Phinney or GSFC. You
basically called me an idiot and said no way Phinney will ever! Now what? Again I do not like to get involved cause
I really have no skin in the game but if it were me first lawsuit would be coming your way!
Rate this post

RE:RE:Locked up share?
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 10:21 pm

q, unfortunately here is the bottom line here.
There are two KRN shareholders that together control enough shares through family, friends, and even
aquaintences that will very likely mark a majority WITHHOLD beside every one of these guys names.
Once that happens, they will have a very tough time staying on the corporate payroll for very long.
This is no secret as they werealready calculating share support months ago on a NOBO list they ordered, once
the new slate of nominees names came in.
Now the only way they obviuosly think they can win is to start throwing chit against the wall, to see if any sticks.
Problem is, you see this far to often.
If they can sway shareholder support through this trumped up release full of very provable lies, they might hold
their seats, but the defamation lawsuits are still there in which they will fight for a while and then settle, as some of
these claims today are agregious at best.
Any guesses on who those two guys are?
And guess who pays for that ongoing lawsuit, and the settlement afterwards?The shareholders, so it is no skin off these guys backsides personally to start and then fight a deffamation suit to
confuse the very shareholders that vote for these gems.
Shareholders can finally put an end to these antics by voting WITHHOLD and AGAINST and filling in the proxy
designation w ith your ow n name.
Now that these guys have brought Mr Phinney into this fight, my proxy will go to him, and I would urge all other
shareholders to send a nessage to the guys that have so little respect for shareholders that they decided to enter
into a lawsuit days before the AGM, and shareholders will now have to eat the cost fighting that law suit that will
undoubtedly end in a settlement.
Easy to spend shareholders money, instead of their own
Think about that for a minute!

Rate this post

RE:Locked up share?
Qurous

May 25, 2018 09:54 pm

Why are they saying you scuttled the deal for financing?
Rate this post

Locked up share?
theend6543

May 25, 2018 08:19 pm

These milestones were completed in 2013, which was a condition that GSFC required to be met before it would
invest $43 million in Karnalyte.
GSFC put another condition for its investment - that prior to their investment into Karnalyte my

shares in

Karnalyte be locked up to support GSFC’s position. I agreed to this in the spring of 2013
because I understood GSFC to be a big brother investor that would allow access to large institutional funds.

http://krnshareholders.com

Shareholders, in the wink of an eye, Karnalyte coffers will be depleted.
Vote WITHHOLD for all Directors and AGAINST Resolutions.
Put your name at the top for a name as who to cast your vote. NEVER use KRN STAFF
Call you broker if you do not get your proxy by this Friday. Get you control number from
them.
Vote by Fax and keep a copy of your fax.
Rate this post
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RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
2trumule

Featured News Links

May 25, 2018 08:07 pm

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition

How could anyone call into question MDJBROWN's integrity. There is no way he would
be foolish enough to expect a company to give him 7 million shares and 250 grand plus
a 60 thousand dollar per year consulting fee for basically nothing.

Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?

Rate this post

CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Shrekthe3rd

May 25, 2018 07:47 pm

Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills

Donkey. This is horrible. Can you write this again with more details. Elaborate please.

NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 07:05 pm

As I mentioned! Definitely worth the price of admission. Have I seen anything like this before with so much dirty
laundry being aired on a company's web-site. I can't say I have. On one hand, a little disturbing because the
lawyers will be the next at the trough again and the trough is not looking that good anymore. On the other hand, it
is sort of refreshing because this kind of stuff is usually pushed under the rug away from shareholders eyes.

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Maybe it is about time shareholders learn what is really going on in the smoky (electric cigarettes) backrooms of
these small companies. Another thing I do like in the spirit of good governance the board does have a
responsibility to bring this thing up to shareholder. As long as their legal people said go for it! I just hope for long
shareholders sake the lawyers approved this pubic statement.

Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 07:00 pm

Harp, to you and every other shareholder, I dont particlarily like being targeted in the court of public opinion, but I
would expect no different from a group that is running scared.
Entrenchment against shareholders is all they have left.
You are one of the good guys here that wears his heart on his sleeve, and I can assure you that this is a raunchy
smear campaign specifically designed to confuse shareholders.
I will very easily clear my name through emails, documents, amd the proposals presented themselves, but until
that time, the election results are is far greater priority.
As you mention, not exactly the finest first message from a president considering KRN hired him almost 4 months
ago.
He has lots to say today, but where has he been for shareholders since Feb 5th?
message, but he is looking out for shareholders now! lol

Not even an introduction

You really cant make this stuff up......... but they are trying!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Shrekthe3rd

May 25, 2018 06:41 pm

So the donkey didn't get a cookie, made a couple attempts and not smart enough to pull it off. What about the
former ceo, if this is true what next? If i were he and didn't do the crime, i would b e going to my lawyer, b ut if guilty
of the crime??????Can shareholders go after him personally??? Really need to know if this is all true.
Everyone is focusing on the mule, The donkey has gained nothing, me thinks he is not that smart. Leave him
alone he is small patatoes.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock

May 25, 2018 06:39 pm

Q, I can live with that, and once the actual truth comes out, you can decide if you are still dissapointed.
I will go as far as to say that within the first proposal last June that I had worked on for months, our group was to
recieve a 1.5% US finders fee for facilitating the massive deal. That entire facilitation fee was then going to be
reinvested in KRN shares at I believe $3.00 / share, and the cash from the investment was going to be used to
initiate a selective solution mining campaign, while KRN would do a pp to raise the equity required to start
construction on the mine.
Essentially huge finders fees were attached to the previous financing, so reinvesting that fee would go to KRN,
instead of others pockets.
GSFC was to recieve 75% ( initial negotiation starting point) of the Wynyard explored potash at cost, and the
magnesium and unexplored lands were going to be split off into several entities, so as to pursue other investors
in the mag, selective mining processing, and other carnalitte exploration.etc.. I believe there were 6 seperate
entities planned in total.

KRN would hold 30% royalties in that project.
Lots of positive feedback during the presentation,lots of back and forth negotiating, but it meant GSFC would have
to bring immediate cash to the table, so that proposal died on the vine.
That proposal in my opinion might have been the best one presented, as shareholders would have benifitted
huge. Problem is, GSFC was responsible for the entire financing.
A second proposal was sent to KRN in November that was as easy as KRN paying $1.5 million to the company
doing the mining. and the company would bring in their technology and build the initial cavern and run some tests.
I was told that KRN had no interest in paying any money up front, but if I could come up with a solution that did not
require money coming from the treasury, they would revisit it, so back to the drawing board I went.
The third and final proposal included a few more moving parts, as the company bringing in the tech wanted
security in the way of shares considering they were bringing in up to $23 million to build the first proof of concept
for the tech. The concern was they could build the mine, and then get run off the site. Clearly these guys read the
current management far better then than I did, as they were not going to come in unless they were protected.
That is where the 7 million shares that I was pocketing comes from lol, but I believe it was beaten down to 3 or 4
million shares by the time it went from GSFC to KRN management.
It could have included god knows what, but I never saw the final draft, so I really cant comment.
Anyway, all of this information will become public through exhibits, as this will more than likely be going to court.
The smearing of Mr Phinney, who is now just a shareholder like you and I is uncalled for, and in my opinion
slanderous.
Are these guys really that slimey that they have to resort to attacking angry shareholders, in order to keep their
seats?
Its called entrenchment 101
Goes to show you what this current group is really capable of, doesnt it?
Who is the next KRN shareholder that is publically attacked?
In the meantime, for now all we can do is vote our proxies, as the Advance Notice Bylaws adopted in 2013 make
any floor nominations impossible.
I look forward to completely clearing my name, but right now that is not as important as helping to clean up the
boardroom.
Happy voting Q
just my thoughts

Rate this post

RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
harpdin111

May 25, 2018 06:27 pm

Mr. Wheatly, what you have posted on the KRN website is the most unprofessional piece of work I have ever seen
on a 'corporate website'. You have devalued KRN shareholder's holding by just posting such language and
accusations. Save them for court, not a corporate website. It will not stand up in court as this is an open forum
and the KRN website is not for the purpose you are using it for. I recommend you remove it immediately, as Mr.
Brown and Mr. Phinney will have a case on you and KRN. They will win. I know the law. Mr. Brown and Mr. Phinney
can sue for defamation at shareholder cost.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
jawadyar

May 25, 2018 06:14 pm

I think you have bent too much for the Gujrati's and the current lame duck management. You clearly don't have the

integrity of a shareholder who believes in this company and its mission statement. Robin Phinney started this
company from scratch with his ingenius mind and energy, trying to create value out of mud. Why get rd of him?
Why did GSFC blackmailed him and lied as they did to other owners of the company. GSFC has held Karnalyte
potash project back. They are trying to scrap this company so later they could own it for pennies.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 05:51 pm

jawadyar Seems to me much what you just said was said by me for years and everyone was all down my throat. I
have always said you have 2 choices here the Fox or the other Fox. Unfortunately, it becomes a tough decision.
Might be less painful to just bend over grab your ankles and hope for the best! Again I will say I am a shareholder!
Not the first time and maybe not the last. Give me a small profit and I become a none shareholder again. I really
see no good choice here as I see the result the same!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
jawadyar

May 25, 2018 05:40 pm

Excuse me the mouthpiece for the GSFC!!! This current management have now set up a smoke screen to cover
their themselves for their lack of power over the Gujrati's. They control everything and are wating to take over this
precious little company for themselves. Why the name change? I like Karnalyte better than any other name. Just
excuses. Why jump into Urea right now when the demand for potash is sky rocketing? This is pure extortion on
the GSFC part and they must be held accountable! The new management is lame duck and have absolutely no
knowledge of Potash or solution mining that is a proven and cost effective method used in Germany. Please
guys, as I sharelholder I have been fed up seeing one clown after another clown come and go. The comapny
belongs to its rightful owners and shareholders who beleive in the Potash project. Changing the focus of the
investors and spreading disinformation to create a smoke screen for their incompetence is uttherly revolting and
senile.
Sincerely

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 05:13 pm

Qurous I am sure the board had to think long and hard before issuing the statement. I suspect a lot of this would
have sat with corporate lawyers. Unfortunately, this is not going away! I suspect we will see law suits flying from
both sides now that the cat is out of the bag! This is not good for any shareholders... In fact, my opinion it will
become very costly. So all of the actor are going to cost shareholders money. I believe I said before, the board
really wasn't given much of a chance and now it appears there were a lot of things happening behind the scenes
including some possibly trying to take advantage of their greenness. Not planning to be a long shareholder but if I
was me thinks I be supporting them and give them a chance.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 05:07 pm

Mr Brown You missed the point! Either being nefarious with an ulterior motive or just a retail fool! Hey nothing
wrong with what you did from a business perspective I applaud it! That said, I would not be on a stock message
board being less than honest! I am still open to an offer will inbox you right away as soon as you sign a one page
document!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT

Qurous

May 25, 2018 04:49 pm

Disappointed in you Mr Brown but more disappointed in the board.
They have been silent until it was clear we are preparing to oust them.
Can we vote people from the floor at the meeting? If we show up with our votes in hand we may have a chance to
choose our board there.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 04:45 pm

curvy, what happened to the Mr Brown is a retail fool who has no clue about corporate affairs.
Now I am taking over the company? Really
You cant have it both ways when it suits you.
If that were my intention, would I not have let my name stand on the ballot in the 2017 election?
Where do you guys even come up with this stuff. lol
Here is the only thing that matters in the next 2 weeks.
WITHHOLD and AGAINST to preserve shareholder existence
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 04:43 pm

Actually, I have never refused to inbox you my name! That said, like everything else I am honest. I buy stocks for
personal gain. I am greedy by nature. I do not pretend to anything I am not. If there was a personal gain for me to
inbox you my name I would do it in a minute. Are you willing to give me 10% of your 25% heck I will do it right now
and support you all the way. Note I am honest about it!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 04:36 pm

lol curvy.
Heres an ongoing challenge that you refuse. Inbox me your name, as you have been asked many times.
It is amazing to me how many people are willing to throw stones when they can hide. There is no better word than
coward to describe it.
If you are the corporate genius you portray, you know full well confidential information can not be shared publically.
It is an easy concept. to understand, although I am very confident you already have first hand info on everything to
do with KRN.
Stick to science curvy.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 04:32 pm

If I was a suspicious man I would think Mr. Brown and his comrades were attempting to hijack the board for
personal gain??????

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 04:30 pm

I really did not plan on voting my shares but thinking voting them for the current board now! No crime in greed but
heck challenging others on governance issues wow!!!!!!!!!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 04:27 pm

Mr Brown I thought about it for about a second lol! Dude if you had nothing to hide you would have been above
board in what is in it for you with this board. You have been asked and challenged many times. Always same old
same old! Glad I keep a lock on my cookie jar you would be fat and I would be out of cookies!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 04:26 pm

Q, I can assure you facts are heavily, heavily skewed in this shareholder update, and quite frankly I am astonished
they want to go down this road.
Secondly, you post anonymously and I try my best to keep most detailed information to a minimum to protect those
involved. No different with the proposal details as I posted months ago. I gave as much info as I could.
If you werent annonymous, I could have been a little more liberal through inbox, but anyone too afraid to reveal
their true identities is not going to get that info for obvious reasons.
If you believe in guilty until proven inniocent, that is entirely up to you Q. .
Read between the lines for the timing of this mud slinging though, as these guys know for a fact thats all it is.
I have posted for 5 years on this site, I know a lot of the shareholders, and one common goal has always been
investors first.
I have no agenda other than to see the shareprice multiples of what it currently is so everyone can benefit. I have
spent hundreds of hours trying to make that happen, and this current board is very aware of it, as they established
the ground rules.
Ever notice how politics gets really dirty right before elections if fear is in the air?
Well, here we are.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Qurous

May 25, 2018 04:02 pm

A little disappointed I had to here what the compensation was for sharing the ‘saving technology’ from the existing
board. I asked you many times Mr Brown. What is your share of the
7 million shares and upwards of $240,000 cash in exchange for the unproven mining concept?
Really not sure who to trust.
Everyone has their own agenda and the rest of us are paying the price.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 03:58 pm

curvy, think about it for a minute
If I had anything to hide, why wouldn t I have simply used a alias to hide, when commenting about this group.
I dont believe in it, and furthermore, if you look back at my posts I am very clear not to include info that was not
disclosed previously even though I tried my best to get information out to shareholders.
Like I said, there are two sides to every story, and I can assure you that I am not one bit concerned, other than
some really good people will be dragged into this, and it will affect them far more than a blog discussion..
And for what, because the current group can not face the fact that this year did not go according to plan, and
instead of standing accountable for their part in it, they throw the blame at others for their failures.
Not exactly the type of directors I want watching over my investment, when they cant even admit short comings to
the owners of the company.
Withhold and Against is all we as shareholders can do to send a message to the corporation that shareholders
are not happy.
It is what it is and scare tactics as a last resort on the part of KRN are not going to change that!
.Maybe, just maybe these guys should have respected shareholders starting in May, and we wouldnt be having
this conversation. Again Accountability

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 03:12 pm

Mr. Brown while you may not lie it does appear that you have been misleading shareholders through your
convenient omissions. Integrity in business is being above board. I am always above board I invest to make
money, I love no company or fellow shareholders I do what is good for me! It appears you follow my philosophy but
are not upfront about it!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 03:02 pm

curvy, I can assure you there are always two sides to every story, and as I do not post under an alias, there is
absolutely no hiding,
Thats the way I prefer it, and as I have said many times, it forces me to stand behind my comments without the
comfort of hiding like a coward behind a computer screen.
I have no issue standing for what I believe in, and that is not about to change.
To claim enrichment against me is almost comical, when these these guys immediately doubled their directors
fees the first day they were elected.
It is almost laughable, if it wasnt true
Lets see if those at KRN are as comfortable with me publically sharing my side of the story, as these guys must
have very short memories.............
The unenviable part of course, is I still really like a couple of the guys on the board even though they are involved in
a really tough situation, so it is going to be very difficult to expose facts, and not just idle conjecture as was
presented this morning.
Integrity of several diectors will be tested, as they will either lie, or tell the truth.

I have nothing to hide, and as a result I am not one bit concerned about this futile attempt at whatever it is they are
trying to accomplish.
First a slew of a couple day old aliases threatening me constantly by inbox, and then this fictional story
appears............no connection there.....lol
Announcing this rhetoric so close to proxies arriving, I guess they feel threatened
Too bad
Maybe they should have taken heed to my countless emails, and calls regarding shareholders concerns, and
getting information out to those shareholders in a timely manor.
Take a look in the mirror boys................

Rate this post

RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 02:23 pm

Mr. Brown It would seem shareholders may have some valid claims in a personal lawsuit against you. I hope you
have good liability insurance!
Rate this post

RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 01:35 pm

lol, quite the piece of fictional writing, 2Tru aka peter the great....lol. My 15 minutes of fame, I guess?
Are you getting worried shareholders are smarter than what you give them credit for, and see right through this
nitrogen charade?
Funny how a multimillion dollar corporatioin goes to such lengths to discredit a shareholder they percieve as
standing in the way of their re-election.... First anonomous posters come out of the woodwork, and when that didnt
work, the big guns come out right before proxies do............ What timing gentlemen....lol
Problem is, as these guys know, I keep very careful notes and even taped phone conversations, and if this is the
direction they want to take instead of focusing on the creation of shareholder value, all I can say is bring it on
where I am concerned.
Mark, Peter, Greg, and Todd, if you want to start throwing chit out there, lets get at er.
Todd, I recieved some interesting info from you about Su Ma that you wanted me to look into.
Peter, were you supposed to provide me the names of all the candidates that ran for the CEO position so that I
could research them for you? I can certainly provide names for the blog board. if you would like.
Peter, you mentioned Todd was not concerned with the nominees being submitted months ago. Why was that? If
I recall, something about us vs them.........
Greg and Mark, I really hope you have nothing to do with this witch hunt, as you guys have the most to lose
professionally by being drug down this very public rabbit hole...........
The list is long gentlemen, so lets open our notes shall we? or
If this sensational piece of work is retracted by Monday, I will consider it an oversight in judgement on your part,
and it will be water under the bridge.
If not the gloves are off, and the singing begins Tuesday..
Que the music, mystro as if you think a public statement with very few facts is going to scare me off, you dont know
me very well.
Personal enrichment is an interesting claim against me considering over the past several years a consulting

position with the corporation to carry out research, and shareholder liason work was discussed, and in fact
according to two directors, it was approved by the board.
Because of my relationship with many shareholders I believe you refered to me as an asett in corporate
shareholder communication
All documented, and even more humerous is KRN used some of my work, so go figure.
I have put in many, many hours of work for my quote enrichment as they call it.
$5000 / month and was to be paid for 2017 and 2018, but I guess that cheque is still in the mail. Options were
also mentioned, but I refused
As for the direct attack on Mr Phinney,, I hope a public press release comes out in his defense, as he from my
understanding does not post on this board.
The balls in your court KRN, so lets make a beautiful song together, shall we.
Mr Phinney, if you read this blog board, I believe it might be time we compare notes for a response to this recent
publically released piece of work. Give me a call if you want a good laugh.
Normal course of action would be a letter to cease and desist any comments ,and I know they have my number,
so I guess we are getting to close to proxys arriving in the mail for that....lol
This personal attack just intensifies my resolve that these guys need to be shown the door
Really, a public personal attack on a little ole shareholder that is tired of corporations thinking it it is alright to pick
pocket regular shareholders?
Let your performance the last 12 months be your judge and jury, dont try to pass accountability on to others for your
failures.

WITHHOLD and AGAINST all day long!

.

Rate this post

NEWS RELEASE OUT
2trumule

May 25, 2018 11:42 am

Very interesting news-- Was viewing the Krn homepage and there is a letter to all
shareholders. Have to read it again before commenting. BUT WOW
Rate this post
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RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE
OUT
2trumule

May 26, 2018 07:54 pm

MDJ you keep pumping your pie in the sky black box conscept. All you have to is
convince someone to fund it. LOL
Maybe Pacific Potash would be interested since your team had some ties to that company.
If it works you will be a rich man and I do wish you the best.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 07:05 pm

you got that right P.M., and what do you think that brand new proven technology is going to cost you when it is
proven?
It wont be anywhere near $23 million - keep going upwards....lol and that is if someone doesnt come in and buy
the tech outright once it is proven so no one else can touch it.
Its no wonder the shareprice is where it is, You guys cant seem to get out of your own way!
small minds are unable to look to far into the future, so you are forgiven so go back to your Nitrogen unicorn, and
maybe GSFC will finance that as well....... in 20 years.....lol

Featured News Links
RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order
Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 06:57 pm

Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills
NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading

q, with all due respect, you need to read a little more..
The sylvite seams being targeted on KRNs lease are not thick enough to use the current conventional solution
mining technique (Belle Plaine method), but are perfect for new horizontal selective mining tech.
Everything is there ready to go with the exception of cash, and those who know how to extract the potash through
this patented process
The caveat of course with trying something new is there are no guarantees that the process will hit a homerun on
the first swing, but those who were going to come in were very confident.
They were bringing the cash to fund it, so clearly they had high expectrations.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
May 26, 2018 04:35 pm

There is plenty of sylte seams in Saskatchewan, so why is KRN the lucky company
to get this R&D concept you are trying to peddle.
With the 23 million dollars go out and buy some land and prove the theory. Good luck
and if it works then you have somthing to sell. LOL
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Qurous

May 26, 2018 04:33 pm

This is what I’m talking about.

This new tech was not targeting carnalitte or magnesium
Strictly Sylvite
If there was plenty of Sylvite seams, this lease would have been claimed well before KRN got it. I am
surprised with all of your research you didn’t know the history of lease choice.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow
LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

Just sayin!

2trumule

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials

May 26, 2018 04:24 pm

Q, if you are going to yap off, at least understand the geology of the Wynyard property.
There are seams through out the lease containing millions of tons of sylvite waiting to be extracted.
By my own addmission - WTF are you talking about.
This new tech was not targeting carnalitte or magnesium
Strictly Sylvite

gots to pay attention, if you are going to call someone out, Q
.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Qurous

May 26, 2018 04:13 pm

Mr Brown
Please stop selling your ‘new technology’ for the KRN project. The lease was selected for the high carnallite
content. By your own admission, this is not the resource for your ‘solution mining solution’. The lease was
available but ignored by potash miners because of the high magnesium content.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 04:04 pm

S3, I agree with you 100%. The truth regarding the last 5 years to to be told.
I have no doubt you find the proposals confusing, they are
You are talking millions upon millions of dollars to make it happen, and a potential technology that could change
the potash mining in Saskatchewan is carried out.
By its very nature, it is going to be confusing, but we tried our best to dummy it down over 3 kicks at the can to the
point of KRN has the sylvite, and Potco will bring in the entire cost of building phase, the patented technology, and
expertise to extract that sylvite economically.
For that dual company making monster deal, I was going to get lots of money and lots of shares according to
Wheatley, and the company doing the actual work and bringing in $23 million, was going to do it as a favor to me I
guess....lol
Nice fairy tale for me, if it was actually true...

btw, you forgot option
4) maybe, just maybe I am not one bit concerned about the false allegations, large in part due to the fact that I
have several emails that confirm not only were directors giving advice on the drafting of the proposals, but they
were along for the ride.
Mr Wheatley should have asked his directors first if they had any involvement, before slinging chit, dont you think
If these guys want to push, let them, but you can guarantee my emails will make their way to Mr. Phinney so he can
prove in a court of law with out question this group is using these personal attacks for something other than a
truth mission 2 weeks before the AGM.
BECAUSE THE FAIRY TALE IS RIDDLED WITH BS.
This is not a he said./ she said as third parties were also involved, and know exactly what the truth is.
Do you really think I just waltzed into Torys and asked the receptionist if Icould present a proposal to the lawyer that
works with GSFC?
Do you think I just invited myself to the Board of Directors meeting in Saskatoon after GSFC reviewed the
proposal? KRN reimbursed me for my flight!
That was in June, and now that proposal is all of a sudden an issue?
What about the 2nd proposal? No mention of that one in the fairy tale, because the only cost was KRN bringing in
a couple million and let the drilling begin.
But there are emails from directors excited about the possibilities of moving forward.

Then I was told, if I could find a way to bring a proposal back to the table without KRN having to tap into the
treasury, that could be an option
So I went back to the drawing board, and together with the mining company, we arranged the best deal we could
to bring back to the table.
I can assure you it is all documented through a paper trail.
The company building the mine required share equity in order to proceed. No cash, just shares to protect
themselves. Standard business practice, and imagine that, it was fast tracked from GSFC to KRN and stopped
dead in its tracks apparently with management..
That was in February, but I guess 4 months later right before the AGM is a good time to call me out......lol.
You do not have to be a Ivy league scholar to see the progression in the proposals.S3, and the last proposal
would have seen creation of shareholder value, just by announcing the experts behind the proposal. Theres
those 3rd party guys again, not mentioned in the fairy tale...doh!
As for aligning myself with Mr Phinney, Wheatleys agenda filled fairy tale will 100% ensure Mr Phinney and I
discuss the options , however the first thing is getting through this AGM.
Robin and I disagree on things, but picking fights with the corporations owners is not one of them, and as a result
I will do what ever I can to ensure this bull chit does not happen to any other KRN shareholder ever.
I am an easy target as I do not believe in posting anonymously, so there is no secret who I am.
Mr Phinney is an easy target as he is backed by the largest block of shares inthe corporation.
KRN is and will always be a shareholder driven company, where shareholders are in managements face often to
ensure our best interests are being protected.
Mr Phinney was no exception, but the difference between then and now is he didnt hide.
Kind of like the neighbor who moves in 4 months ago, and is not interested enough to even say hi.
This isnt Yellow Head Mining where 3 years of care and maintenance, share consolidation, and demotion to the
venture exchange while the CEO pulls in 6 figures to office sit, is going to fly.
The days of corporations using sharehoilders money to fight frivilous lawsuits, and using the treasuries as their
personal ATMs has got to stop.......If you are a shareholder, there is no way you can disagree
Anyway, I have taken enough of your time.
Happy voting, and lets see where this journey leads us.............
just my thoughts

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS
RELEASE OUT
2trumule

May 26, 2018 02:15 pm

Great the more information the better.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Shrekthe3rd

May 26, 2018 02:04 pm

Brown
I am a simple man from a simple place, I find your proposal confusing. Three things always
come out in my world – the sun, the moon and the truth.
You are the only one this board that knows the truth surrounding your dealings, and you know
whether the accusation are unfounded or not, you know how strong or weak your own case is.
What you don’t know is whether the accusation against the founder of this company are true or
false. I find it very foolish on your part to align yourself with the unknown fate of the a twice
fired founder and take up his cause, with out first doing your due diligence. The notice to
shareholders says the door is open, go find out the truth before you pledge your allegiances.
Go find out the truth on the matter and inform all share holders.

From my perspective you are either
1) Too emotional and not thinking straight, maybe need legal adice
2) You are not that smart and too cheap to get adice
3) Or you are in thick as thieves
What ever the truth is, shareholders deserve to know.
JMHO

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS
RELEASE OUT
jawadyar

May 26, 2018 02:03 pm

Robin Phinney's Letter to Shareholders
My name is Robin Phinney, the founder and a minority shareholder of Karnalyte Resources Inc.
(“Karnalyte”). Gujarat State Fertilizers & Chemicals Ltd. (“GSFC”) and myself are the two largest
minority shareholders. I presently hold 1,528,577 common voting shares.

I started Karnalyte with a mission to build shareholder value by developing a world class potash
and magnesium asset. The asset which will economically produce high quality agricultural and
industrial grade potash products and industrial grade magnesium products.

All of the technological development milestones were met in a timely manner over the years and
within the budgetary restraints.

I privately raised the first $5 million in 2008, and then $15 million the following year to do the
preliminary engineering, resource definition and an Environmental Impact Study (“EIS”).

These milestones were successfully completed and led to Karnalyte’s IPO in December 2010 that
raised an additional $64 million. With the additional funds, the initial detailed engineering and
critical EIS documents were completed. These milestones were completed in 2013, which was a
condition that GSFC required to be met before it would invest $43 million in Karnalyte.

GSFC put another condition for its inv estment - that prior to their inv estment into

Karnalyte my shares in Karnalyte be locked up to support GSFC’s position. I agreed to
this in the spring of 2013 because I understood GSFC to be a big brother inv estor that
would allow access to large institutional funds.
Following GSFC becoming a shareholder, several proposals to raise money from very reputable
firms and tier one banks were presented to Karnalyte’s Board of Directors (the “Board”), but none
of them were accepted. I believe that all of these proposals were not accepted by the Board
because the Board believed that a better deal would surface. This put me at odds with the Board,
as Karnalyte’s business goals were to raise money for the project which needed $600 million.
GSFC was aware of the capital requirements for this project at the time it invested in Karnalyte and
GSFC was on board with it at that time.

It is also of grave concern to me that at the May 2014 annual general meeting (“AGM”), I was reelected as President and CEO, but one day after the AGM, the Board relieved me of my duties.
GSFC supported the Board’s decision without consulting me.

Over the course of 2014 and 2015, three CEO’s came and went, and no business or technical
development occurred. Moreover, the Board and GSFC agreed to an Asset Write Down in the
spring of 2015.

This action by the Board prompted a group of concerned shareholders to act as dissident
shareholders against the Board.GSFC joined the concerned shareholder group asking for some
special privileges which were agreed to. The group of concerned shareholders then regained
control of Karnalyte in May 2015.
It is now my intention to obtain an exemption from the Alberta Securities Commission to broadcast
further information pertaining to the Management Proxy & Information Circular, dated May 14th,
2018, regarding the Annual and Special Meetings of shareholders to be held on June 7th, 2018 in
Saskatoon, Sask.
PLEASE BE INFORMED FULLY BEFORE YOU SEND YOUR PROXY OR VOTE. YOU HAVE
UNTIL 48 HOURS BEFORE THE MEETING TO SUBMIT. DO NOT MAIL YOUR PROXY AS IT
MAY NOT GET THERE IN TIME. SUBMIT BY TELEPHONE OR FAX AND KEEP A RECORD OF
TIME AND DATE. I HOPE TO HAVE MY BROADCAST WITH FURTHER INFORMATION BY THE
MIDDLE OF NEXT WEEK.
If you have not received your proxy by mail, please contact your investment broker or phone
Kirstin Dillon at AST(403 776 3900) or by email at: inquiries@astfinancial.com
I AM VOTING WITHOLD on the resolutions related to election of the Board and audit committee
proposed by the management and AGAINST on the resolution proposing Karnalyte’s name
change. Once you have read all of the information, please vote your own shares.
Please note that the current Board requires a minimum of 2/3 majority vote in order to proceed
with the name change and other developments, including the nitrogen project which, I believe,
have very little merit and are not in the best interests of Karnalyte and its shareholders.
MORE INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED BY ME ONCE THE ASC ORDER IS OBTAINED. AT
THAT TIME YOU CAN REACH OUT TO ME IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS AS
WELL.
Please visit my website: http://krnshareholders.com
Thank you,
Robin Phinney
Phone : 403-554-8126

Read more at http://www.stockhouse.com/companies/bullboard?
symbol=t.krn&postid=28082122#ExRsjWczIIMeghiX.99
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE
OUT
2trumule

May 26, 2018 12:51 pm

Letter To Shareholders May 25,
2018
The truth

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 12:36 pm

you are exactly right P.M.
In fact, I had to almost beg Mr Phinney to put you on the list of nominees last year, due to your lack of corporate
experience.
it was either you or me, remember...
Do you remember Mr Phinney telling you that he would rather appoint you after the election, instead of putting you
on the slate?
I bet he remembers like it was yesterday!
Funny how things go, isnt it?
Last year you guys needed my percieved influence with Mr Phinney and the shareholders to make sure you were
elected.
This year that influence is now a threat, and as a result you are relying on every dirty trick in the book to discredit
the very same shareholders that put you in those seats last year..
What ever happened to the ole "Todd thinks we are in good shape in the election"
how are the daily voting updates going? lol
Face it boys, you failed to deliver this past year, and now its time to answer for it.
No amount of whining, or throwing a tantrum can change the fact of your inability to succeed last year. You tried,
You failed. and now its time to flock off with the rest of the seagulls.

And you are 100% right about fool me once,shame on you, as I completely trusted the promises of better
communication, transperancy and creating shareholder value,.
Didnt one of the KRN directors even come onto Stockhouse last year, and make those same promises to all that
read this blog?
You wont be fooling me a second time P.M., that I can guarantee!
Keep on pumping each others tires in that board room though, as you are about to hit an unavoidable spike belt
on the morning of June 7th,

All Shareholders make sure you vote, as it is the only way we will be heard!

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
2trumule

May 26, 2018 10:08 am

Robin Phinney should be saying to mdjbrown
Fool me once shame on you
Fool me twice shame on me. LOL
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 09:44 am

Harp, Wheatley has a legal background, but would also know that any legal costs to litigate the companies recent
statements will come out of the treasury, not his own pocket.
Shareholders Unite as this new direction being taken may have disaster written all over it if ongoing weakness in
potash markets continue, and very specialized expertice is utilized.
Yellowhead Mining Inc Announces Effective Date of 1 for 12 Share Consolidation
Yellowhead Mining Listing on the TSX Venture Exchange

Yellowhead Mining in its 2015 year-end report, stated that it will keep its Harper Creek project on care

and maintenance for the forseeable future in light of ongoing weakness in the commodities
markets.
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/yellowhead-mining-inc-announces-effective-date-of-1-for-12-share-consolidation627457593.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/yellowhead-mining-listing-on-the-tsx-venture-exchange-617022334.html

https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/base-metals-investing/copper-investing/yellowhead-mining-harper-creek-onhold/

just my thoughts

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 09:08 am

Thank you Harp so much. I think most shareholders can see right through this charade, and in fact see this as a
petty attempt to discredit the founder of this company at shareholders expense. Would these false accusations
been thrown ouy so carelessly if it was Rowan and Wheatley paying for the legal defense of the allegations?
Of course not, we the shareholders are paying for it.
Shareholders need to question the timing of these accusations and understand that Mr Phinney and I can not
even clear our names before the AGM, so this public ploy is meant to do nothing more than sway, confuse, and
distract shareholders.
Mr Phinney has been out of the game for a year, so what good is dragging his name through the mud 2 weeks
before the election?
These are tactics generally only seen in Proxy Contests to discredit one group of nominees or the other. The
unusual fact here is Mr Phinney, myself, or anybody else for that matter are not on the ballot for shareholders to

choose from.
KRN made sure of that, as not one of the 6 nominees submitted to the company were added to to ballot. Instead
all 6 were rejected. Not 1 of the six names were qualified to be added to the ballot when compared to those
currently holding board seats? I highly doubt that!
As a shareholder tired of these continued censorship attempts, all I can hope is that shareholders see through
this smoke screen and vote based on undeniable facts. It hasnt changed my opinion, and I am sure Mr Phinney
would say his vote has not changed.
If this group has somehow impressed you this past year? vote for
If you are part of an increasing number of shareholders that are basing your vote on the very poor performance by
this group the past year, highlited by our decimated shareprice, the unexplainable hiring of a guy who babysat a
company in Care and Maintenance the past 3 years,, and in that tenure carried out a 12:1 consolidation of shares,
and had the company demoted to the venture exchange as the person to lead our company, and just yesterday
had his first interaction with shareholders after being hired 4 months ago, and if you are deeply concerned with
the lack of any substantial details disclosed regarding the entirely new direction this company is taking in
pursuing urea,
vote WITHHOLD and AGAINST.
Of several past elections, this is by far the easiest one to vote on
You are either happy with the direction this company is taking, or you are not!

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
harpdin111

May 26, 2018 07:45 am

No lawyer in his right mind would approve such a public statement aimed at two significant shareholders on a
corporate website. Maybe in India, but this is Canada. We have laws and proper enforcement of the law.
Otherwise, good luck to GSFC for their approval as we know they control KRN. It only makes the case for
shareholder's IRON CLAD. Start shredding documents GFSC.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
harpdin111

May 26, 2018 07:36 am

James, you have nothing to prove to me. I am with you as I have always been. I respect you and yes, Robin as
well. Robin had no choice when he finally realized who he was dealing with even though I did warn him. James, I
need you and the shareholders need you. You have nothing to prove to me and most other shareholders. If KRN
and GSFC choose to continue what they are doing, I am with you and you have my full support.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 26, 2018 12:03 am

S3, at least three proposals have been submitted to KRN in the past year all introducing selective solution mining
technology .

The first in June, second in November and the last in February. They may I have been more, but I was not a part of
them.
Two of them included top end solution mining industry leaders who were very involved with the proposals
submitted..
The final proposal I am aware of included a requirement of KRN shares for security purposes. The company was
to recieve those shares in exchange for bringing in up to $23 million dollars, and the technology to build a proof of
concept well on the KRN property.
They were willing to start asap, and in my opinion, and that of several industry gurus, it was a very good offer for
everyone involved including shareholders, but unfortunately shareholders were never made privy to that offer, likely
because it interfered with the nitrogen idiocy that had also been going on for months, that shareholders were also
not made aware of.
I am very confident that if given the choice between the selective mine proposal and the nitrogen idea that is being
forced down shareholders throats, shareholders would have voted for the selective mining .
The premise behind the final offer was that KRN could be generating revenue fairly quickly through the sales of
potash from the selective technology. This would in turn enable other mines to be built once the process was field
tested. The process was to target KRNs sylvinite seams specifically, and would not disturb either the carnalitte or
the magnesium deposits.
As Karnalyte is currently the furthest along with all of the required solution mining infrastructure, it would have
been a perfect fit.
Obviously the company bringing in the technology was going to recieve the negotiated amount of shares, as I do
not have $23 million and I dont have the expertise to build a solution mine.
This is just a very brief snippet of the details left out of the targeted witch hunt today, but very easily verified by the
third parties when the time comes for that disclosure.
All those details will all be made public once legal proceedings start.
just my thoughts

.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 10:26 pm

Curvy you can apologize once this is all made public.
Until then keep spouting off about chit which you have no clue, or better yet, send me your email address and I can
forward you some really interesting stuff after your identity is confirmed to my satisfaction
You want the truth, come and get it, and then maybe then you will finally stfu

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT

Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:22 pm

shrek You never existed before today and I really have very little skin in the game! As I said before I am honest and
for me only so not sure I want to get involved in this mess even though I am really annoyed at Mr Browns
Shenanigans!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Shrekthe3rd

May 25, 2018 10:19 pm

curry,maybeyou could explain the proposal FROM HIS POST EARLIER. I can't seam to follow what he is saying
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:19 pm

Vote umh let me see hell I do not know but if I were a shareholder with big potential losses I would be looking at a
lawsuit for the whole lot of them. I like greed but I do not like dishonesty. Hate to see a company get caught up in
this kind of garbage because who takes the big hit is always the average every day guy! Might be time to send a
message and start with guys like Mr. Brown! Not me to decide but he has obviously been deceitful and pumping
the stock for what appears to be personal gain I am pretty sure that breaks some securities laws!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Curvature

May 25, 2018 10:12 pm

Yes he needs to stay focused and apologize to everyone on the board! All I can say is give me a break! He is back
to trying to use the stupid retail investor argument again. Here are his words! You would have to be an idiot to
believe them! " That is where the 7 million shares that I was pocketing comes from lol, but I believe it was beaten
down to 3 or 4 million shares by the time it went from GSFC to KRN management. It could have included god
knows what, but I never saw the final draft, so I really cant comment. Mr. Brown you are involved in a plan an offer
and do not have a clue what it is? Call me stupid but heck golly gee not that stupid!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
Shrekthe3rd

May 25, 2018 09:54 pm

Brown you need to stay focuesed, not worry about all the stars tru has. I still don't understand from your earlier
post what your prososal was, can you elaborate please
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
2trumule

May 25, 2018 09:01 pm

Accused you, mdjbrown, the hero fighting for the little guy. No way.
If what the company has released is not factual then call them up and have it out.
From the release it seems they have the information if shareholders care to view.
In the end you either proposted that abortion of a offer or you didn't.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT

mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 08:53 pm

lol
you are the guys that decided to make it personal today, with a pathetic attempt at character assasination of not
only myself, but the founder of the company you are fighting so hard to stay in control of......Irony right?.
I guess after watching you guys fail all year, another failure should be expected.
Tell me about the front runner for the CEO position, What happened there? Why did you have to settle for
someone else not nearly as qualified?
Funny you would ask me to review each candidate prior to your interviews with them, and then the best one says
thanks, but no thanks.
Up until today I was fine with discussing solely your performance in creating shareholder value.
That alone was an epic failure as evidenced by the historic low share price.
But now that you publically accuse me of things you know are 100% lies, and tie Mr Phinney into it as well, game
on sunshine.......
Bare down boys, because I will gladly take this as deep as you want to go with it!
I am sure Mr Phinney will do the same.
Shareholders have a right to know all the details, now that you opened that can of worms.
In fact, lets let the actual owners of the company decide who was working harder this year to create shareholder
value, shall we? The 3 proposals I worked on this year with several very high ranking potash industry
professionals involved, or the nitrogen pipe dream
A special meeting pod cast, so the whole world can watch the next chapter of this never ending gong show that
can never seem to get any traction. Wonder why?

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
2trumule

May 25, 2018 08:29 pm

Trying to smooch up to Robin Phinney, MDjbrown. I guess you need his five percent of
shares.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 08:27 pm

You got that right Tru, and you cant change the boards failures this year in the eyes of the shareholders no matter
what tale you decide to tell.
Whats done is done, and now its time to face the shareholders........
You guys treated shareholders like mushrooms for an entire year, and now you want shareholder support after
posting a very interesting fairy tale? a tall tale.............
Good luck with that!

Kind of like 3 weeks ago...........
From: RoyHalladay
Date: 5/4/2018 11:43:06 PM
Subject:Going down
I have started the process of going back and 1 staring each and every one of your posts to bring your rating down. I
will do this with several accounts until your star rating is brought down significantly. Stay tuned, you will have zero
credibility when I'm done with you.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:NEWS RELEASE OUT
mdjbrown

May 25, 2018 08:16 pm

Couldnt agree more curvy
Break this can wide open including GSFCs and KPMGs role in all of this as well.
Lets hear all the details right down to the employees roles in the bungled Optimization Program.
As for these guys going after me, oh well. the truth shall set me free or at least the truth in the documents I have
will.
But bringing Mr. Phinney back into the spotlight after he has been gone for a year is absolute nonsense. Heck call
out Goodman and the gang as well. What about Mr. Ma.
Looks like Rowan and the Gang want to one up Goodman and the gang....lol
My first guess would be that Mr Phinney never authorised the board to double their directors fees on the first day.
I am very certain he did not authorise the options these guys awarded themselves.
And I am 100% sure he would have told every one of these guys they were crazy for chasing a nitrogen fairy tale.
So how do any of these things relate to the upcoming election?
These guys are solely responsible for this years lack of the creation of shareholder value, no one else.
The timing of all of these false accusations are equally as disturbing, as the last proposal was given to these
guys in February.
Now all of a sudden a few days before the election its a public issue, as is Mr Phinneys role a year ago.?
Nothing suspicious there.............lol

Rate this post
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KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC > From the sideline...
View by Rating

May 27, 2018 01:38 pm

Mr. Brown The Nitrogen question has nothing to do with my question so I am not sure why you want to deflect
there. Personally, I have not done any dd on the Nitrogen plan so can't give you an answer. Again what has that got
to do with the question what is this supposedly new technology?
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:From the sideline...
mdjbrown

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order

View modes: Flat - newest to oldest

RE:RE:RE:RE:From the sideline...
Curvature

Featured News Links

May 27, 2018 09:59 am

Curvy, why not instead tell all the shareholders how this nitrogen unicorn is going to be economically viable and
how shareholder value will be created through completely revaming the company., as that is what is currently on
the table.
You are excellent with NPV, CAPEX and OPEX figures when trying to knock something down.

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition
Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills
NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading

Here is a grand opportunity to use those talents to support this nitrogen idea.
I say there is no way it will create any shareholder value for at least 3 years., if at all

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials

.
Rate this post

RE:RE:From the sideline...

The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Curvature

May 27, 2018 09:37 am

I still hear nothing about any new technology??? What is it. Again all I hear is solution mining and horizontal
drilling nothing new. As I said horizontal drilling addressed a need reduced resource. There is no shortage of
resource. So again I ask and someone please explain what makes this technology so different?
Rate this post

RE:From the sideline...
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 09:22 am

Thank you very much Der. Your kind words are very important in a time when things are a bit haywire. Be careful
though as the H8ters will likely wage a personal attack on you as well for even mentioning my name....lol.
As you correctly point out, the new technology hype alone would trigger global interest in this company, and along
with it the possibilities of even green tech government grants, etc.
The nitrogen idea announced recently did not have the desired hype affect, because as you say they timeframes
do not allow for any hype generation. The market literally snubbed its nose at the idea.
KRN is perfectly set up for the new tech attempt, so I fail to see the reluctance.
This is exactly why I have spent the past year and a half of my life trying to get this on the table, as every
shareholder would benefit.
The possibilities are endless, and if in the event the guys were in fact able to prove it as an economically viable
solution, everyone wins beyond your widest dreams, as we would be the first..
It would be front page industry news.
Both Gensource and Westerns management are obviously forward thinking teams that embrace the idea. Next
step for them is how to get there, and thats what they are looking at doing.
KRN is years ahead with the infrastructure, approvals, etc, and would be the first to attempt the tech in this modern
era, so again, I dont understand the reluctance.
The guys on the new tech team are some of the biggest potash industry names in the business, and if they see
even a remote chance that this tech could work and become viable, why would anyone argue.
Unfortunately this has become much more about the personalities involved, than the actual creation of
shareholder value, and now all shareholders are paying the price.
Somehow we need to press the reset button, and the only way I see that happening is a complete change in
company culture.
That begins with each and every shareholder voting on June 7th.
Thanks again der. it is really nice to know there are others that support the new tech option.

Rate this post

From the sideline...
Derthebear

May 27, 2018 08:02 am

I don’t know where to start with this unbelievable turn of event ... Well I use to be a shareholder here a bit more
then a year ago until it was made clear care and maintenance was next .. I quite happy I left back then . It’s quite
easy to understand that in order to have an increase in shareprice you need something to speculate on ... So let’s
speculate ! I fail to see how a nitrogen plant wich is not even located and wich studies would drain totality of the
treasury plus dilution and only bring profit in 5 + year minimum is something that new investor can speculate on ...
I truly believe this would massacre the shareprice ! So slective solution mining is the other option ... well if in fact if
this is a go I’m buying back and I won’t be the only one trust me ! Why? Because that brings a huge risk reward
opportunity in a short time frame (1 year ) where krn could profit from it .. Sure would bring a whole lot more
speculation around this company then a nitrogen plan wich would take many many years before it even as
everything in place to be build ... What this management just did as far as pointing fingers and playing the old

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

blame game speaks for itself so im not going to comment on it .. I am part of investor/traders group and will bring
this story in front of 5000+ of them so they can see how corporate games are being played here .. The letter to
shareholder says Dan Brown was going to get 7m shares for putting this together but doesn’t state what the other
party gets? One would think Dan Brown was going to pay the other party with those share otherwise why not
mention what’s in there for the other party ? And what happens to the subscription agreement where it state that
its potash first and then mag or ....nitrogen ??? On a more personal note I have known Dan Brown for years and i
truly believe he is a dedicated shareholder to this company and very generous human being ... These personal
attack goes to show management lost their cool and are now going berserk ... Not a very « Jedi » move if you ask
me ! They should retract ! Good luck guys ... I’ll be on the sideline watching and might come back in if common
sens prevail !
Rate this post
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RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Games
2trumule

Featured News Links

May 27, 2018 01:03 pm

mdjbrown wrote: Give it up insider. There was never any mention of
Beechy in Wheatleys fairy tale.
If I were you, I would be more worried about how fast GSFC turns tail,
and throws all of you under the bus for the unwarranted fixation on urea,
once they realize it is clear " WITHHOLD" will be the majority vote
Now that would be an interesting press release.
History has a funny way of repeating itself, and GSFC knows by now
they are quickly heading towards a cliff.......... so bend over, little man.
Look back at your posts you mentioned Beechy. As a shareholder I don't
know what
GSFC is thinking but I doubt they are enthusiastic with your proposal.
LOL

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition
Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills
NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading
Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

As far as bending over, you were trying to put every KRN shareholder in
that position
for your own personal gain. Again shame on using the trust some people
had in you
to benefit only yourself.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Games
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 12:45 pm

Give it up insider. There was never any mention of Beechy in Wheatleys fairy tale.
If I were you, I would be more worried about how fast GSFC turns tail, and throws all of you under the bus for the
unwarranted fixation on urea, once they realize it is clear " WITHHOLD" will be the majority vote
Now that would be an interesting press release.
History has a funny way of repeating itself, and GSFC knows by now they are quickly heading towards a cliff..........
so bend over, little man.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Games
2trumule

May 27, 2018 11:27 am

mdjbrown wrote: So let me get this straight 2tru,
For 2 days you have been viciously attacking me through defamation,
and now you ask "Well who was recieving the shares"
after those shareholders start posting that see right through Wheatleys
pointless personal attacks

Priceless

The wall will soon be on top of your heads, so put your hard hats on

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

Vicously attacking you Mr. Brown. I'm just going by the letter to shareholders that
KRN made public. Again shame on you for using the trust of some shareholders to
further you own self serving agenda.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Games
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 10:36 am

So let me get this straight 2tru,
For 2 days you have been viciously attacking me through defamation, and now you ask "Well who was recieving the shares"
after those shareholders start posting that see right through Wheatleys pointless personal attacks

Priceless

The wall will soon be on top of your heads, so put your hard hats on

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Games
2trumule

May 27, 2018 10:23 am

mdjbrown wrote: Well, well the truth shall set you free.
thanks for recognising that there was in fact others in the new tech
group, and that I was not recieving the shares I was accused of.
That wasnt that hard was it now, so here is a challenge to all the
directors of KRN
If you are so sure this is the path KRN should take to create shareholder
value, simply explain it to shareholders instead of attacking them.
Its election time, make your case for your nitrogen boondoggle to gain
support, not throw chit at the wall.
The floor is yours .......................

Well who was recieving the shares and again where was the money coming from. You
can't or you won't say because you don't know or just unwilly to share.
No testing, just theory and KRN is suppose to bend over because MDJbrown thinks
its a good idea?
Again, this whole deal does not pass the smell test.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Games
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 10:10 am

Well, well the truth shall set you free.
thanks for recognising that there was in fact others in the new tech group, and that I was not recieving the shares I
was accused of.
That wasnt that hard was it now, so here is a challenge to all the directors of KRN
If you are so sure this is the path KRN should take to create shareholder value, simply explain it to shareholders
instead of attacking them.
Its election time, make your case for your nitrogen boondoggle to gain support, not throw chit at the wall.
The floor is yours .......................

Rate this post

RE:RE:Games
2trumule

May 27, 2018 09:43 am

Talking about vague--the old black box trust me it'll work selective solution mining
propasal of mdjbrown and beechy.
Rate this post

RE:Games
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 08:50 am

Curvy, one could say the exact same for a urea / ammonia plant. idea
By KRNs own admission no one has built a new urea facility in Saskatchewan in 26 years, and I have yet to hear
one positive argument for the corporations new direction.
It will take years to get anywhere close to building a facility, and the same economics apply, and KRN does not
have years left based on what will be a very quickly evaporating treasury.
Feasibility Studies, Environmental Assessments take years and cost millions of dollars in which it appears KRN
has stated they are paying for.
What contributions are GSFC putting into this?
Now that all the fun and games was had the past couple days with the personal attacks, lets get back to the actual
facts.
KRN has provided no details on how this urea facility is or will be economically viable, how they plan to pay for it
other than using the treasury for phase 1, whatever that entails, and they want shareholders to embrace it.
Are you kidding me? The good ole trust me, we know what we are doing wont fly based on nothing more than the
boards history over the past year.
A decimated share price, a new CEO that cant be bothered to introduce himself to the owners of the company, very
little transperancy, very little actual communication other than mandatory finanancials, and a couple weeks before
the AGM, a fluffy news release about the company completely changing direction is released containing very little if
any info to support it.

Those are hard, real facts they can not change.
Months ago I posted that if these guys think shareholders are naive enough to be kept in silence, and a hail Mary
solution is presented late in their term, they will get punished severely.
Well here we are.

At the end of the day, all these guys can do is campaign on what they have done this year to create shareholder
value. THats all shareholder including myself are concerned with, and as a result of that failure I will vote Withhold
and Against.
Its really not that hard to comprehend.
All the extra antics aside, no very late, very vague forward looking promise of urea is going to change that. The
market obviously does not like the idea, and neither do a lot of shareholders.
My vote is based on nothing more than what has this board done for shareholders in the last 12 months - not
very much, and my vote will reflect that! Simple

just my thoughts

Rate this post

Games
Curvature

May 27, 2018 01:36 am

So all the back room stuff is out in the open bust something I still do not get! What is this wondrous new
technology? 1. Solution mining has been around forever. 2. As too has horizontal drilling. The reason why
horizontal drilling works is because all the cheap easy to get at oil is for the most part gone in the US & to some
extent Canada. Needless to say there is no real economic benefit in the Potash industry. One could argue but you
can get at the thin layers true enough but there is so much cheap thick layers which is why to this point those
going the solution route generally choose directional drilling though leave open the possibility for horizontal. While
horizontal drill prices have come way down they still are more expensive and riskier than directional drilling. So if
there were a shortage or peak Potash theory happening in Sask. it would make sense but that is not the case. So
just not sure why anyone would choose horizontal drilling when the supply is abundant and cheap????? Hey I am
no technical guru when it comes to Potash so would love for someone to explain this wondrous new technology
and why anyone would do it in a time of cheap abundant supply. Please do not repeat all the benefits of solution
mining we know them just the benefits of this technology??? So far I have heard nothing from Mr Brown except for
repeating the benefits of Solution mining and horizontal drilling!
Rate this post
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a solution mining process."
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May 27, 2018 01:43 pm

Mr. Brown I heard that hole story but the way I heard it was a little different. It was about lawyers and management
in general. It went like this. If the office wall collapsed and all the lawyers (managers) were buried in a hole up to
their neck in rubble what should you do? Add more rubble!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:The mdjbrown Proposal
Derthebear

May 27, 2018 12:02 pm

That would be awesome :D ! Doubt he will though ... I believe he worked on that proposal so is own team could
profit from it now mine LOL ! Heard he worked hard on it and even for free ! Not quite sure what management was
working on though for their salaries ?? Shareholder sure did not have a good pay day this year hey ?
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in Columbia NOW trading
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RE:RE:The mdjbrown Proposal
Curvature

Featured News Links

May 27, 2018 11:25 am

Derthebear wrote: I must add that I would feel very lucky buying back
for this kind of project especially at these level !! Guess I could say thx to

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

krn management for that :D

Well the Beethy process may be a game changer for EPO. Now that the 1 for 10
consolidation is done maybe the team there can find the money to pay Mdjbrown's finders
fee and consulting contract.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:The mdjbrown Proposal
Derthebear

May 27, 2018 11:03 am

I must add that I would feel very lucky buying back for this kind of project especially at these level !! Guess I could
say thx to krn management for that :D
Rate this post

RE:RE:The mdjbrown Proposal
Derthebear

May 27, 2018 10:50 am

How can this board even snub this proposal when it’s the only path they can take to create shareholder value ? It’s
game over for karnalyte otherwise simple as that .. How can shareholder even speculate on that nitrogen project
when there is nothing at all to speculate on that subject ? Next stop is .20 if krn starts liquidating their treasury for
that unclear nitrogen plan as market cap will refleft that falling treasury .. The beechy proposal might not be a sure
thing but at least it would bring a whole new gang of speculator wich would certainly help the situation here on the
upside .. easy choice imo .. looking forward to see krn try it out as I would myself and many other be on the bid !
Rate this post

RE:The mdjbrown Proposal
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 10:27 am

oh, oh me thinks insiders are posting again...lol .
NO WHERE in the desperate fairy tale written by Wheatley does it mention Beechy.
and you are right p.m., desperate men do desperate things as clearly evidenced this past week
I have nothing to lose except the continuation of share decimation.
But those in the boardroom have everything to lose, and as a result KRN has resorted to entrenchment tactics.
Funny thing though.
A well known shareholder, Peter Matson once told me a very interesting story, that applies here and the morale
was If you are in a hole, stop digging as you will only get deeper.
That is really good advice, dont you think 2Tru.
Smart guy, that Mr Matson.
just my thoughts

Rate this post

The mdjbrown Proposal

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

2trumule

May 27, 2018 10:06 am

This is from KRN letter to Shareholdersto Dan Brown 250,000 finders fee
to Dan Brown 60,000 consulting contract
to Dan Brown and friends 7million KRN shares--25 percent of company
to KRN and shareholders
a black box non tested theory from a person in Beechy.
This does not even take into account all the infrastructure and information that cost
KRN lots of money to aquire being at the dispasal of Dan Brown and friends.
What does KRN get out of this? NOTHING.
As a shareholder I would not be happy if the management decided to go down this
path of personal enrichment for Mdjbrown.
MDJ can spin all the webs he wants but the fact is this process aint worth the paper
its written on and shame on him for using his position of trust with many shareholders
to enrich himself at their expence.
Desperate men do desperate things.

Rate this post
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RE:RE:RE:Why is there no one willing to provide anything
2trumule

Featured News Links

May 27, 2018 09:38 pm

mdjbrown wrote: q, like I said, there is always two sides to every story,
and if you want to believe the sensational national enquirer style of
corporate journalism, that is your choice.
Now all of that aside, you were very adament about selective mining and
how it would relate to KRN.. It is no longer relevant, as it has been off
the table for months.
What is very relevant is the nitrogen facility, Yet for some reason, still no
one is interested in commenting on the one plan that could wipe our
entire treasury out in a year.
hmmmm why is that?
Almost as ifthe corporate shills are trying to shift the focus away from
their own failures, and place that focus on others.

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition
Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills
NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading
Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Anonymous posters show up out of the blue to discredit me
luck there

- no

then a few of the regular hacks give it a shot
darn, still not working

-

and out comes a defamatory statement from the company itself
surely will work.

- that

It worked alright, as the number of shareholders contacting me since
Friday to offer their well wishes is quite frankly, astonishing. So me
thinks the corporate plan might just have backfired.
Shareholders I havent heard from for years, that can not believe our
corporation has sunk as low as it did on Friday, will now be voting
"WITHHOLD" when in the past they could not be bothered.
Picking on two regular shareholders of the company, and these guys
think that is going to benefit them in some way..
Since when have
personal attacks ever helped?
Both Mr Phinney and I have been around this company for a long time,
and a johnny come lately is going to convince the long time shareholders
of anything..........good luck with that plan.
Mr Phinney has not even been seen or heard from for almost a year, is
the founder of the company, and these geniuses thought it might be a
good idea to poke that bear.
If I am recieving the kind of support I have seen this weekend, Mr
Phinneys phone must be ringing of the hook,
Anyone, and I mean anyone that short on grey matter that thinks
dragging a couple shareholders through the mud is a good idea, is very
likely going to alienate more shareholders than gain even one, and I
think that is exactly what has happened.
Didnt work for Goodman and the gang, and it is even less likely to work
for Rowan / Wheatley and the gang.
Here is a really, really odd thought.
How about these guys actually promote all the good things they have
done this year for shareholders to gain their support instead of taking the
Maury Povich route!

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

Ohhhhhh thats right, one sentence would be more than enough to list all
the accomplishments that created any shareholder value the past 12
months.
..............ok, now I get it.

carry on....

just my thoughts

Still trying cuddle up to Robin. How do you plan to screw him over this time because
there is no way on earth you, Robin and HH could ever work together. Get Robins
support me thinks and throw him to the curb. LOL

Rate this post

RE:RE:Why is there no one willing to provide anything
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 04:41 pm

if only you knew 2tru
Oh wait, you do. about 4 months ago in fact
My exact words about a certain subject went like this: "You guys are starting to believe your own bullchit in that
boardroom"
Directly to you and another director. surely you must remember that conversation.

Rate this post

RE:RE:Why is there no one willing to provide anything
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 04:34 pm

q, like I said, there is always two sides to every story, and if you want to believe the sensational national enquirer
style of corporate journalism, that is your choice.
Now all of that aside, you were very adament about selective mining and how it would relate to KRN.. It is no
longer relevant, as it has been off the table for months.
What is very relevant is the nitrogen facility, Yet for some reason, still no one is interested in commenting on the
one plan that could wipe our entire treasury out in a year.
hmmmm why is that?
Almost as ifthe corporate shills are trying to shift the focus away from their own failures, and place that focus on
others.
Anonymous posters show up out of the blue to discredit me
then a few of the regular hacks give it a shot

- no luck there
- darn, still not working

and out comes a defamatory statement from the company itself - that surely will work.

It worked alright, as the number of shareholders contacting me since Friday to offer their well wishes is quite
frankly, astonishing. So me thinks the corporate plan might just have backfired.

Shareholders I havent heard from for years, that can not believe our corporation has sunk as low as it did on
Friday, will now be voting "WITHHOLD" when in the past they could not be bothered.
Picking on two regular shareholders of the company, and these guys think that is going to benefit them in some
way..
Since when have personal attacks ever helped?
Both Mr Phinney and I have been around this company for a long time, and a johnny come lately is going to
convince the long time shareholders of anything..........good luck with that plan.
Mr Phinney has not even been seen or heard from for almost a year, is the founder of the company, and these
geniuses thought it might be a good idea to poke that bear.
If I am recieving the kind of support I have seen this weekend, Mr Phinneys phone must be ringing of the hook,
Anyone, and I mean anyone that short on grey matter that thinks dragging a couple shareholders through the mud
is a good idea, is very likely going to alienate more shareholders than gain even one, and I think that is exactly
what has happened.
Didnt work for Goodman and the gang, and it is even less likely to work for Rowan / Wheatley and the gang.
Here is a really, really odd thought.
How about these guys actually promote all the good things they have done this year for shareholders to gain their
support instead of taking the Maury Povich route!
Ohhhhhh thats right, one sentence would be more than enough to list all the accomplishments that created any
shareholder value the past 12 months.
..............ok, now I get it.

carry on....

just my thoughts

Rate this post

RE:Why is there no one willing to provide anything
Qurous

May 27, 2018 02:57 pm

Mr Brown
You ask why I have nothing to say at this point. I am confused as to what I should do. I have asked you a number of
times about details of the new tech, thinking you were concerned about shareholder’s value.
We are all finding out now that you were using us through this forum to support a concept that will pay you a
significant fee.
I have very little faith in your comments now.
Rate this post

RE:Why is there no one willing to provide anything
2trumule

May 27, 2018 02:41 pm

mdjbrown wrote: about the nitrogen rebrand.
Several posters have asked point blank
current group?

Why should I support the

And all I read in response are continued personal attacks! Old news
folks!

To all of those who pounded me regarding selective solution mining, now
its your turn to stand up and explain the nitrogen unicorn.
Q, 2Tru, curvature? You always have lots to say, so why so silent now?
Even one positive attribute regarding the urea facility? Anyone
And KRN want shareholders to vote our future away based on
something nobody seems to have anything good to say about it?
These guys have recieved $$$$$ hundreds of thousands of dollars in
management and board fees!
and all they have for shareholders is a
urea facility that will not even be feasible
What are these guys being paid for?
Clearly not to increase shareholder value, as our shareprice has been
decimated under these guys control
Clearly not for their foresight, as the market scoffed at the nitrogen
facility press release.
Big changes are needed to get our company back on the right track
WITHHOLD

just my thoughts

Why don't you call the company and voice your concerns.
Just my thoughts
Rate this post

Why is there no one willing to provide anything
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 01:15 pm

about the nitrogen rebrand.
Several posters have asked point blank

Why should I support the current group?

And all I read in response are continued personal attacks! Old news folks!
To all of those who pounded me regarding selective solution mining, now its your turn to stand up and explain the
nitrogen unicorn.
Q, 2Tru, curvature? You always have lots to say, so why so silent now?

Even one positive attribute regarding the urea facility? Anyone
And KRN want shareholders to vote our future away based on something nobody seems to have anything good to
say about it?
These guys have recieved $$$$$ hundreds of thousands of dollars in management and board fees!
they have for shareholders is a urea facility that will not even be feasible

and all

What are these guys being paid for?
Clearly not to increase shareholder value, as our shareprice has been decimated under these guys control
Clearly not for their foresight, as the market scoffed at the nitrogen facility press release.
Big changes are needed to get our company back on the right track
WITHHOLD

just my thoughts
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KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC > Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
View by Rating

May 28, 2018 12:54 pm

In Canada, as long as one perso, in a party of two, is aware of the recording.
Course, I could be wrong!
Rate this post

RE:Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
Qurous

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order

View modes: Flat - newest to oldest

RE:RE:Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
SamSlade

Featured News Links

May 28, 2018 12:49 pm

Good luck Mr Brown. We’ll try to guess your new identity as you join us in anonymity. You will have more credibility
promoting Beechy than when you misled us as Mr Brown.

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition
Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills

Rate this post

RE:RE:Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
RoyHalladay

NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading

May 28, 2018 12:18 pm

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
Hahaha you're hilarious. I've already said I'm not involved in KRN in any capacity. You spew your bull$hit all over
stockhouse and people are tired of it. God knows what finger you have in the pie at AMY, EPO and other
companies that you constantly bash. You're scum and I'm glad it's coming to light. Now run and hide behind your
lawyers scumbag.

The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

Rate this post
2trumule

RE:Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock

May 28, 2018 11:33 am

mdjbrown wrote: View message
From : DocHalladay
Date:
5/27/2018 9:23:06 PM
Subject: Be v ery w orried
The gig is up

If you havent noticed Einstien, your threats or the companys recent
threats will not change my tune.
In fact, as I put together my files for a visit this morning with my lawyer,
all the past emails and audio files I have saved bring back such vivid
memories.
Us old guys often have to record conversations, so we do not get them
mixed up.

So heres one for the ages.
Last Friday I am falsely accused of taking 7 million KRN shares for my
own enrichment, with no regard to my fellow shareholders.
Right off the bat I knew that was not accurate, or even negotiated as the
ASC would not approve that number of shares due to it being over 20%.
GSFCs lawyer confirmed that with me on the morning of February 22,
and even 20% was going to be a stretch for an equity swap..
So strike 1,
but I also wanted to make sure I had documentation proving that those
shares were going to the company bringing in the funding for the project
and not me. The proposal itself clearly identifies PotCo as the recipient
of those shares, not me persnally
So strike 2
But here is the most interesting part of the accusations against me.
What if an 11 minute audio file dated February 25, 2018 at 21:04 and
attached notes happened to make its way to oh, I dont know, Mr Phinney
that records a conversation between myself and a director of KRN,
discussing those very same shares, and that the director tells me the

Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

best that the parties can agree to after discussing it with the other
parties lawyer was 3 million shares, because the other party wants the
other 3 million shares.
A comment about a consulting agreement, and how the proposal could
transform the company immediately creating value for shareholders, if
the rest of the board agreed.
Rivetting stuff!

Of course in order to make sure I had the details correct, I played the file
for a third party the next morning so as to to carry on discussions about
whether or not the terms were acceptable
So just curious, as I am not a lawyer but since I was personally involved
in the conversation, as was a clearly identifiable KRN director, a third
party heard it, and Mr Phinney will soon hear it, would be grounds for
reasonable doubt that KRN is telling the truth, and that maybe there are
ulterior motives for last Fridays smear campaign directed at both myself
and Mr Phinney??
If I am being accused of enrichment, what exactly would that be
considered if one of the very corporations that is accusing me, is actually
dipping their hands into that cookie jar, and as a result know that what
they are accusing me of is not true.
Could that Constitute -

Strike 3 - YOUR OUT!

I guess we are going to find out real soon, as I am sure Mr Phinney will
wear the rubber off his tires getting this very detailed support package to
his legal representitives, lol
Now that would make for an interesting discussion if the file was played
at the AGM for KRN and GSFC.............
WHOOOO DOGGY, Now that will give a new meaning to new
business from the floor, wont it?
Maybe even on the spot resignation, worthy?
I hope arrangements have been made to pod cast the AGM, as it should
be one heck a hummmm dinger!

gig is up alright, and KRN made a big mistake attacking shareholders
with accusations that can easily be proven false with one click of a

button.
stay tuned as the suspense thickens!
Robin, I am not even sure if you read these boards, but I am sure
someone you know does, so expect a care package to show up on your
doorstep within a couple days, compliments of a guy that made a very
poor judgement call last May 5th.
United we stand, divided we fall, and it is time shareholders say enough
is enough.
This will be my last post here until I clear my name of the false
allegations against me, as I know my lawyer will advise me to cease any
engagement on public forums asap, but many thanks to you all for the
last 5 years of laughs, the discussion, and all the best to each and every
KRN shareholder.
Together we will triumph!

just my thoughts

I hope you advised the person that you were talking to that it was recorded.
Rate this post

RE:Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
TruthDigger

May 28, 2018 11:25 am

mdjbrown wrote: View message
From : DocHalladay
Date:
5/27/2018 9:23:06 PM
Subject: Be v ery w orried
The gig is up

If you havent noticed Einstien, your threats or the companys recent
threats will not change my tune.
In fact, as I put together my files for a visit this morning with my lawyer,
all the past emails and audio files I have saved bring back such vivid

memories.
Us old guys often have to record conversations, so we do not get them
mixed up.

So heres one for the ages.
Last Friday I am falsely accused of taking 7 million KRN shares for my
own enrichment, with no regard to my fellow shareholders.
Right off the bat I knew that was not accurate, or even negotiated as the
ASC would not approve that number of shares due to it being over 20%.
GSFCs lawyer confirmed that with me on the morning of February 22,
and even 20% was going to be a stretch for an equity swap..
So strike 1,
but I also wanted to make sure I had documentation proving that those
shares were going to the company bringing in the funding for the project
and not me. The proposal itself clearly identifies PotCo as the recipient
of those shares, not me persnally
So strike 2
But here is the most interesting part of the accusations against me.
What if an 11 minute audio file dated February 25, 2018 at 21:04 and
attached notes happened to make its way to oh, I dont know, Mr Phinney
that records a conversation between myself and a director of KRN,
discussing those very same shares, and that the director tells me the
best that the parties can agree to after discussing it with the other
parties lawyer was 3 million shares, because the other party wants the
other 3 million shares.
A comment about a consulting agreement, and how the proposal could
transform the company immediately creating value for shareholders, if
the rest of the board agreed.
Rivetting stuff!

Of course in order to make sure I had the details correct, I played the file
for a third party the next morning so as to to carry on discussions about
whether or not the terms were acceptable
So just curious, as I am not a lawyer but since I was personally involved
in the conversation, as was a clearly identifiable KRN director, a third

party heard it, and Mr Phinney will soon hear it, would be grounds for
reasonable doubt that KRN is telling the truth, and that maybe there are
ulterior motives for last Fridays smear campaign directed at both myself
and Mr Phinney??
If I am being accused of enrichment, what exactly would that be
considered if one of the very corporations that is accusing me, is actually
dipping their hands into that cookie jar, and as a result know that what
they are accusing me of is not true.
Could that Constitute -

Strike 3 - YOUR OUT!

I guess we are going to find out real soon, as I am sure Mr Phinney will
wear the rubber off his tires getting this very detailed support package to
his legal representitives, lol
Now that would make for an interesting discussion if the file was played
at the AGM for KRN and GSFC.............
WHOOOO DOGGY, Now that will give a new meaning to new
business from the floor, wont it?
Maybe even on the spot resignation, worthy?
I hope arrangements have been made to pod cast the AGM, as it should
be one heck a hummmm dinger!

gig is up alright, and KRN made a big mistake attacking shareholders
with accusations that can easily be proven false with one click of a
button.
stay tuned as the suspense thickens!
Robin, I am not even sure if you read these boards, but I am sure
someone you know does, so expect a care package to show up on your
doorstep within a couple days, compliments of a guy that made a very
poor judgement call last May 5th.
United we stand, divided we fall, and it is time shareholders say enough
is enough.
This will be my last post here until I clear my name of the false
allegations against me, as I know my lawyer will advise me to cease any
engagement on public forums asap, but many thanks to you all for the
last 5 years of laughs, the discussion, and all the best to each and every
KRN shareholder.

Together we will triumph!

just my thoughts

Thanks for the truth and laughs this last 5 years. Can hardly wait to vote!
Rate this post

Keep the threats coming, your time is almost up!
mdjbrown

May 28, 2018 10:58 am

View message
From: DocHalladay
Date: 5/27/2018 9:23:06 PM
Subject:Be very w orried
The gig is up

If you havent noticed Einstien, your threats or the companys recent threats will not change my tune.
In fact, as I put together my files for a visit this morning with my lawyer, all the past emails and audio files I have
saved bring back such vivid memories.
Us old guys often have to record conversations, so we do not get them mixed up.

So heres one for the ages.
Last Friday I am falsely accused of taking 7 million KRN shares for my own enrichment, with no regard to my
fellow shareholders.
Right off the bat I knew that was not accurate, or even negotiated as the ASC would not approve that number of
shares due to it being over 20%. GSFCs lawyer confirmed that with me on the morning of February 22, and even
20% was going to be a stretch for an equity swap..
So strike 1,
but I also wanted to make sure I had documentation proving that those shares were going to the company
bringing in the funding for the project and not me. The proposal itself clearly identifies PotCo as the recipient of
those shares, not me persnally
So strike 2
But here is the most interesting part of the accusations against me.
What if an 11 minute audio file dated February 25, 2018 at 21:04 and attached notes happened to make its way to
oh, I dont know, Mr Phinney that records a conversation between myself and a director of KRN, discussing those
very same shares, and that the director tells me the best that the parties can agree to after discussing it with the
other parties lawyer was 3 million shares, because the other party wants the other 3 million shares.
A comment about a consulting agreement, and how the proposal could transform the company immediately
creating value for shareholders, if the rest of the board agreed.
Rivetting stuff!

Of course in order to make sure I had the details correct, I played the file for a third party the next morning so as to
to carry on discussions about whether or not the terms were acceptable
So just curious, as I am not a lawyer but since I was personally involved in the conversation, as was a clearly
identifiable KRN director, a third party heard it, and Mr Phinney will soon hear it, would be grounds for reasonable
doubt that KRN is telling the truth, and that maybe there are ulterior motives for last Fridays smear campaign
directed at both myself and Mr Phinney??
If I am being accused of enrichment, what exactly would that be considered if one of the very corporations that is
accusing me, is actually dipping their hands into that cookie jar, and as a result know that what they are accusing
me of is not true.
Could that Constitute - Strike 3 - YOUR OUT!

I guess we are going to find out real soon, as I am sure Mr Phinney will wear the rubber off his tires getting this
very detailed support package to his legal representitives, lol
Now that would make for an interesting discussion if the file was played at the AGM for KRN and GSFC.............
WHOOOO DOGGY, Now that will give a new meaning to new business from the floor, wont it?
Maybe even on the spot resignation, worthy?
I hope arrangements have been made to pod cast the AGM, as it should be one heck a hummmm dinger!

gig is up alright, and KRN made a big mistake attacking shareholders with accusations that can easily be proven
false with one click of a button.
stay tuned as the suspense thickens!
Robin, I am not even sure if you read these boards, but I am sure someone you know does, so expect a care
package to show up on your doorstep within a couple days, compliments of a guy that made a very poor
judgement call last May 5th.
United we stand, divided we fall, and it is time shareholders say enough is enough.
This will be my last post here until I clear my name of the false allegations against me, as I know my lawyer will
advise me to cease any engagement on public forums asap, but many thanks to you all for the last 5 years of
laughs, the discussion, and all the best to each and every KRN shareholder.
Together we will triumph!

just my thoughts
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Alternate Symbol(s): KRLTF
Agriculture

Agricultural Inputs

"Karnalyte Resources Inc is a Canada based company engaged in in the business of exploration
and development of agricultural and industrial potash. The company operates through the Potash
and Magnesium, out of which the Potash business segment generates maximum revenue for the
company. It is also focused on developing and extracting carnallite-sylvite mineral deposits through
a solution mining process."

Add To Watchlist

New

KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC > Quite the weekend ......
View by Rating

May 28, 2018 01:46 pm

I am glad to see Mr. Brown is going stop posting for a while. I am really concerned that it is not very healthy as he
is showing signs of Paranoia. I am not Roy. He use to say I was management or a board member. He is starting
to lose it even posting evidence that shows his own guilt scary. Life is too short brownie sit back take a couple of
deep breadth you are getting worked up and there is no need for it. I already said, I got nothing against a man
doing some work seeing what appears to be an opportunity and pounce on it to enrich himself. That is what
capitalism is all about! More power to you! Just chill a bit though you are digging a whole for yourself. I am sure
your lawyer will tell you the same thing!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
mdjbrown

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order

View modes: Flat - newest to oldest

RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

Featured News Links

May 28, 2018 09:14 am

curvy, maybe you would like to tell all the good readers who Roy is.
No one here posts by that name, except one, and that waste of skin hasnt posted for weeks. Yet guess who sends
a threatening inbox to me out of the blue last night, around the same time you have your little Freudean slip?
Folks be very aware that this board has become poluted with tricksters trying to deflect the real issues at hand,
and to confuse you.
As with any election, the candidates should be judged based on the merits of their last term, and if a 50% slash in
your investment here is acceptable, and you are ok with our company going in a completely unproven rabbit hole
just because they think it ia a good idea, vote for these guys.

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition
Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills
NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading
Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials
The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

If you are starting to see what is really going on here leading into a very important election for the companies
future, please vote accordingly

Robin Phinney's name as the designated proxy box
WITHHOLD or AGAINST i n all the boxes will finally clean this mess up once and for all and breath live back
into our company.

Curvature wrote:

Roy The illustrious Mr. Trump should be a good example.!

Heck a lie is only a lie if you get caught and then of course it is ok if it does not cost much lol.

View message
From: RoyHalladay
Date: 5/4/2018 11:43:06 PM
Subject:Going down
I have started the process of going back and 1 staring each and every one of your posts to bring your rating down. I
will do this with several accounts until your star rating is brought down significantly. Stay tuned, you will have zero
credibility when I'm done with you.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
2trumule

May 28, 2018 09:03 am

mdjbrown wrote: Greatly appreciate it TRUBLVR, and if you are who I
think you are, it means that much more..
I sincerely wish I could share my side of the story for all KRN
shareholders to judge, but unfortunately this issue will not end with my
explanation.
KRN publicly announced some very serious, erroneous allegations last
Friday that have already affected me both on a personal and
professional level, and can never be undone due to the universal nature
of the claims, so litigation will be required to settle this unwarranted
attack.
I would assume Mr Phinney is or has also been in contact with his legal
representitives, as this petty, disgraceful attempt to discredit
shareholders of Karnalyte Resources is inexcusible. .
Legal proceedings obviously wont take place until the AGM has
concluded, and the composition of the board could completely change,
resulting in an entire management shuffle as well shortly after the board

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

is shown the door.
As my corporate buddy explained to me this afternoon, these libel issues
do not conclude over night.
In the meantime, I completely share your summary of the current
situation, and it is up to shareholders to exersize their right to vote, if
they are unhappy with the direction our company is headed..
Thanks again TRUBLVR

just my thoughts

Mdj all you have done is share your side of the story and when KRN
comes out
with their side of the story you cry like a little school girl. Good for you to
put together
a unsolicited proposal but at the end of the day the company has to do
what is right
for ALL SHAREHOLDERS.
Instead after your proposal was rejected you get angry and use this
forum to hurl
insults and defaming remarks at the company and its officers. And even
more bizzarre
is your position that you somehow deserve to get paid.
As a small investor I can only go by what you have said and what the
company countered
in the letter to shareholders.
In the MdjBrown if your proposal was viewed as good to the company
then I can only
assume it would have gained some traction and been moved forward.
There are other juniors out there who may have some interest in this
R&D concept or
for all we know they have already rejected your proposal.
Good Luck to you MDJ

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

May 28, 2018 12:52 am

That is what the KRN board is doing beats doing nothing. They are not building a plant as Mr. Brown suggest but
running the numbers. Like Mr. Brown I do not generally work free though am a little cheaper than him lol. I would
be more than willing to run the numbers but there are a lot of parameters and geological information I would have
to look at. Here is a good idea Mr. Brown send me his proposal and I will run both. Off hand, I suspect neither are
very workable but definitely willing to look at both. In fact I am willing to do a complete economic cost comparison
and do a free streaming of my findings. Again I am unbiased but do not seeing either working in todays
environment. Have to admit I know more about the whole solution mining and horizontal drilling than I do the
boards Nitro proposal. From what I know about that it is a no starter. Hey and the Nitro thing might even be worse
but I would have to look at it first. KRN are in the very early stages and doubt they can provide enough information
yet. Funny enough, they do not claim otherwise! Bring it on! Willing to stream my findings live.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Qurous

May 28, 2018 12:42 am

Why don’t you 2 guys run the numbers on a potential N plant.
Please advise why it is a bad idea.
We’ve already beat up Mr B enough about the covert support campaign for new tech.
Let’s just forget about that one.

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

May 28, 2018 12:20 am

Mr Brown The only odd thing is you do not seem to understand my stance was always to be a dormant shell
company and spend no money and hope the Potash market one day comes back to make money. The other odd
thing is you continue to default to the whole Nitrogen thing! Again looking at something is a long way from building
a plant which you must know but you are just playing a game dancing with ever providing an answer to anyone. If
you have something better to off post it and quit your nonsense. Needless to say it appears more and more you
want to replace the board so you can have one friendly to your ideas to possibly enrich yourself. That only you
knows but the way you keep dancing and never answer questions one has to be suspicious. If you would like to
go head to head in mathematical calculation on what makes sense I will take that challenge. You post I post 30
minutes to run the numbers. Hey maybe you could post your proposal and give me 30 minutes to run all the
numbers including risk profile and I will do it free of charge for all shareholders. Please post your proposal and
numbers to see if it holds any water. No reason to be confidential anymore right lol. We know that will not happen.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

May 28, 2018 12:11 am

Mr Brown if you are hesitant to make it public just inbox it to me and it will be kept confidential. We both know you
are not going to do that but always willing to listen. I am a man who likes to learn!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......

Curvature

May 28, 2018 12:08 am

Mr Brown You have studies the art of the dodge pretty good. I have asked this question from you for at least 2 years
and all you ever go back to is benefits of solution mining and horizontal drilling. So if it is off the table now all the
secrecy is going so you can explain the whole thing but then again you never could. Heck when we first talked on
this board you did not understand the affect of currency movement. You always have an excuse why you got to
keep all this vast knowledge you have. You have explained nothing on this board as I have said other than the
basics of solution mining and horizontal drilling. Again solution mining been around forever and horizontal just
about forever now! I am getting to think management of KRN might be right. What exact value do you bring even if
they decided to go small scale solution mine utilizing horizontal drilling? Heck I am not in the industry and could
probably have an engineering firm in place to accomplish the task pretty fast. Again please in order for
shareholders to make a firm decision what exactly were you proposing? I guess if you do not answer no one can
challenge you! Smart business decision I guess!
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 11:55 pm

Curvy, unfortunately it is off the table, water under the bridge
Once the new board controls KRN, I will be more than happy to explain it all again to anybody interested if I am
able
Until then you are going to have to review past posts, as I have only tried to explain it at least a hundred times or
so.
Why dont we talk about nitrogen, considering it is the only thing currently on on the table and the new direction of
the corporation plans on going. Shareholder value is directly linked to urea / ammonia and know one wants to
defend it with any facts
Weird!
26 years is a long time, and now KRN has found that elusive key to getting this done, when no one else has.
By now curvy. you would have had detailed breakdowns on the feasibility, the risks vs rewards, possibilities,
probabilities., charts, graphs, due the the extreme importance of this fundamental change to the entire
corporation.
Yet, not much interest in the only tangible thing that matters as a shareholder, - I find that rather odd.
Well not really, because you will conclude the same thing the market already has......
This idea is a red herring!

Anyway, its getting late.....
just my thoughts
.
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

May 27, 2018 11:27 pm

Mr Brown As I stated I really have no or very little dog in this fight but it seems your are throwing around all kinds of
stuff including libel claims yet you really have not denied much but did a lot of dancing. If there are things to deny
other than all the shares weren't going to you please inform shareholders so they can make an informed voting
decision. Not for me because I do not plan on voting! Again I have asked for a couple of years now about this
wondrous new technology or you do nothing but provide benefits of solutions mining and horizontal drilling. Why
do you keep dancing around this issue and not share your wisdom given the circumstances. Heck maybe your
ideas were well worth the alleged pay! Like I said not against a man making money but surely you can share your
vast knowledge????
Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 10:56 pm

Greatly appreciate it TRUBLVR, and if you are who I think you are, it means that much more..
I sincerely wish I could share my side of the story for all KRN shareholders to judge, but unfortunately this issue
will not end with my explanation.
KRN publicly announced some very serious, erroneous allegations last Friday that have already affected me both
on a personal and professional level, and can never be undone due to the universal nature of the claims, so
litigation will be required to settle this unwarranted attack.
I would assume Mr Phinney is or has also been in contact with his legal representitives, as this petty, disgraceful
attempt to discredit shareholders of Karnalyte Resources is inexcusible. .
Legal proceedings obviously wont take place until the AGM has concluded, and the composition of the board
could completely change, resulting in an entire management shuffle as well shortly after the board is shown the
door.
As my corporate buddy explained to me this afternoon, these libel issues do not conclude over night.
In the meantime, I completely share your summary of the current situation, and it is up to shareholders to exersize
their right to vote, if they are unhappy with the direction our company is headed..
Thanks again TRUBLVR

just my thoughts

Rate this post

RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
Curvature

May 27, 2018 10:07 pm

Roy The illustrious Mr. Trump should be a good example. Heck a lie is only a lie if you get caught and then of
course it is ok if it does not cost much lol. A couple of interesting observation from an unbiased side as my
holding are minimal and at a minimal cost. Just enough so I could say I am a shareholder and deserve an
opinion. Mr. Brown hey all the power to him if you can make a buck make a buck. That said, the only thing I have
seen him say yet is that not all the shares were going to him. By default that seems to infer at least all the other
details are factual. The other, is he continues to default back to the whole nitrogen thing without answering the
question as to what new technology he was offering that was so fantastic. When someone is dodging usually
means they really do not have a satisfactory answer. Now as far as the his dodge about the company spending all
their money on this whole Nitrogen thing the last I recall the company said that they were actively exploring the
development of a small scale facility. That is a long way from building a facility. As I see it the company had 3
choices 1. Stand Pat and hope the Potash Market comes back! 2. Look at Mr. Brown idea that even he can't seem
to justify on a board like this. 3. Explore other alternatives. Seems to me they are standing Pat while exploring
other alternative. In other words doing their job! As to the whole Phinney thing well I got great respect for the guy in
that he brought this thing from nothing to something with potential. That said, Mr Brown indicates Mr Phinney was
not heard from until the company posted this Letter on their web-site. Personal opinion if I hazard to guess they
must have heard from him. This is not conjecture but rather deduction. Reason as I recall his open letter
appeared on this board soon after the companies open Letter appeared on the web-site! If I recall correctly the
letter stated he had something before the Alberta Securities Commission which would suggest to me that quite
possibly he had something that he was trying to get in before the close date of the annual meeting. Just this mans
conjecture! For Mr Brown you have not denied any of the other numerical issues in the Letter other than the shares

so in the spirit of openness and fairness to shareholders please either confirm or deny the numbers! Also again
please come forward with what your whole technological breakthrough was. I am very interested!
Rate this post

RE:RE:Quite the weekend ......
TRUBLVR

May 27, 2018 09:51 pm

I will give Mr. Brown credit, he has tried to make something happen for Karnalyte. Yes he asked for compensation,
we would all do the same.
Our current board is a complete waste of time.
The current board has provided 0 communication, the Nitrogen idea is the most ridiculous idea.
It has become very obvious this KRN board has no sense of reality in the Canadian Agriculture market.
It is no secret, GSFC's plan is to wait for the price of potash to increase, prior to building the plant. Can we all live
that long, I know the treasury will not.
It is becoming clear the current board has 0 experience, and no vision.
I had high hopes on the initial GSFC financing option, that did not materialize, We have had a whole year to move
the financing option forward with 0 success.
I am a larger shareholder, it is time to move these clowns to their next circus.

Rate this post

RE:Quite the weekend ......
RoyHalladay

May 27, 2018 08:42 pm

mdjbrown wrote: Not sure how many of you have been pubically called
out on a global stage before, but for those of you havent, heres what to
expect in the first 3 days:
Lots of emotions varying from anger, sympathy, anxiety, and sleepless
nights laying in bed wondering why now, why this, why that
Then comes all the emails, texts, phone calls ranging from well wishes,
lots of advice, offers of help, and even laughter at my expense.
Curvy you may be the only one on this board that finds this humerous,
but oh well I am already front and center in the court of public opinion.
A buddy who comes from your corporate world calls me this afternoon,
and right away he is on me about how the f could I be so dumb, and
continues his rant for a minute or so.
Then there is a pause and he says, you dumb f, I wouldnt touch a deal
like that for less than $500K , half on signing an MOU and the other half
on close.
After tax your only taking home $350 max!

I dont work for free, do any of those a*&^%$ oles at KRN work for free?
Why are you doing their job for them?
What have they sdone to earn their pay?
followed by lots of laughter again at my expense.
Anyway, the corporate world is a completely different world curvy than I
am used to, and one I will never pretend to understand.
After he finished rolling on the floor in hysterics, one thing he told me,
and its the second time I have heard it this weekend, is the corporate
world uses the court system as a tool for various purposes all the time.
He has done it, and most of the other companies he's worked for do it.
A corporation lies, then deny that lie until right before they are about to
be proven liars, and then they settle out of court with corporate
money,and a non disclosure condition attached, so no one ever finds out
the actual truth.
I asked what kind of system is that to get to the truth. His reply: The
truth does not matter. only the end game matters. The corporate system
is designed that way.

I am still shaking my head!

You're nothing but a useless piece of $hit mdjbrown. I'm glad this is coming to light

Rate this post

RE:Quite the weekend ......
2trumule

May 27, 2018 07:52 pm

I cant believe you would suggest getting paid by a company for putting together an
unsolicited proposal that was rejected.
In what corporate world would that make sence.
JMHO
Rate this post

RE:Quite the weekend ......
Qurous

May 27, 2018 07:11 pm

Don’t expect you to work for free, just want to know when you are working.
Rate this post

Quite the weekend ......

mdjbrown

May 27, 2018 06:52 pm

Not sure how many of you have been pubically called out on a global stage before, but for those of you havent,
heres what to expect in the first 3 days:
Lots of emotions varying from anger, sympathy, anxiety, and sleepless nights laying in bed wondering why now,
why this, why that
Then comes all the emails, texts, phone calls ranging from well wishes, lots of advice, offers of help, and even
laughter at my expense.
Curvy you may be the only one on this board that finds this humerous, but oh well I am already front and center in
the court of public opinion.
A buddy who comes from your corporate world calls me this afternoon, and right away he is on me about how the f
could I be so dumb, and continues his rant for a minute or so.
Then there is a pause and he says, you dumb f, I wouldnt touch a deal like that for less than $500K , half on
signing an MOU and the other half on close.
After tax your only taking home $350 max!
I dont work for free, do any of those a*&^%$ oles at KRN work for free?
Why are you doing their job for them?
What have they sdone to earn their pay?
followed by lots of laughter again at my expense.
Anyway, the corporate world is a completely different world curvy than I am used to, and one I will never pretend to
understand.
After he finished rolling on the floor in hysterics, one thing he told me, and its the second time I have heard it this
weekend, is the corporate world uses the court system as a tool for various purposes all the time. He has done it,
and most of the other companies he's worked for do it.
A corporation lies, then deny that lie until right before they are about to be proven liars, and then they settle out of
court with corporate money,and a non disclosure condition attached, so no one ever finds out the actual truth.
I asked what kind of system is that to get to the truth. His reply: The truth does not matter. only the end game
matters. The corporate system is designed that way.

I am still shaking my head!

Rate this post
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Alternate Symbol(s): KRLTF
Agriculture

Agricultural Inputs

"Karnalyte Resources Inc is a Canada based company engaged in in the business of exploration
and development of agricultural and industrial potash. The company operates through the Potash
and Magnesium, out of which the Potash business segment generates maximum revenue for the
company. It is also focused on developing and extracting carnallite-sylvite mineral deposits through
a solution mining process."

Add To Watchlist

New

KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC > Smell Test?
View by Rating

May 28, 2018 09:20 am

lol curvy, I believe my threatening deadline from you has passed hasnt it,
but just in case you forgot, with all sincerity, gfys
just my thoughts

Lottery, sports betting and sweepstakes to
become available via text message with
acquisition
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. outside
of the U.S.A.?
CANNABIS UPDATE: News On Their
Cultivation Application and NEW
Acquisition

Rate this post

RE:RE:RE:Smell Test?
Curvature

RISING UP - California Cannabis Innovator
Signs Major White Label Order

View modes: Flat - newest to oldest
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Premium Copper Project: Sending in the
Drills

Mr Brown You just stated! " By the way curvy, how is it that my guys as you say were presented with the first
proposal in June after deliberations with several of them leading into that June presentation." So to demonstrate
to everyone on this bull board how honest you are please point out where I ever said that?

NEW LISTING: Leading Cannabis Company
in Columbia NOW trading

Rate this post

Nootropic Beverage Company Launches
Clinical Trials

RE:RE:Smell Test?
Curvature

May 28, 2018 01:09 am

Mr. Brown Global Stage? You are a legend in your own mind! KRN is a junior penny stock! I am not sure how you

The Uranium Company For Today AND
Tomorrow

are placed on a global stage of any kind but maybe I guess if you think so then it is true. You are stating stuff I said
that I didn't again instead of reading you are just sort flying off the cuff! Your not related to the Donald are you? Mr
Brown you are the only one deflecting. I have asked long before this board ever existed WTF new ground breaking
technology you were talking about! You always danced around it just assumed you really didn't have a full grasp
on it! Again please other than solution mining using horizontal drilling give us a couple of hints lol! All I can
suppose is you are trying to sell something that is not so new and in my opinion! Again just my opinion not
economically viable in todays market. Hey we can meet personally show me the proposal it does not have to leave
the table and I will at least be able to give you an honest opinion. But it is all secretive so you always said! Your
suppose to be a shareholder guy share please so we can make an informed decision. You won't you will dance. It
is simple I am arguing nothing! I take no sides because I do not have enough information. At least management
while late has been forthcoming. I guess you called them out so much that they finally answered. With that being
said, you got what you wished for so quit your whining! Now you can spend your money and shareholders money
on legal proceedings. I am sure shareholders will love you for that. Heck though I got to respect you now how
some real skin in the game! If you are a major shareholder which I doubt you will be suing yourself. That is always
fun!
Rate this post
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deflect, deflect, deflect eh curvy lol
Yes 4 guys on the current board were on the same side of the fence I was last year.
Improved shareholder communication, transperancy, and an willingness to secure the financing arranged with
GSFC without the percieved hurdles was the common goal.
It became apperant fairly quickly though that those goals were not going to be a priority, and concerns started to
slowly develop.
Angry shareholders were starting to contact me at a frightening pace, and I was relaying those sentiments to the
board.
According to my notes, a very well written message was available to KRN shareholders on Feb 5th, informing that
transperancy and shareholder communication would improve in the coming months
Unfortunately, I believe the nitrogen pipe dream startred to take prescident over everything else in late February so
shareholder communication continued to be dismal.
By the way curvy, how is it that my guys as you say were presented with the first proposal in June after
deliberations with several of them leading into that June presentation.
Wasnt until January that I recieved a call that a consulting agreement had been approved by the board, and going
through the remaining process.
Guess that blows your theory out of the water, eh curvy, but keep on insinuating unsubstantiated garbage. Jerry
Spriinger could use your talents.
In fact, two more proposals followed the initial proposal after months of massaging them to suit both parties
needs, so clearly the working relationship with the company was still intact.
June, November, February - in and out of the KRN office, GSFCs legal reps office in Calgary, countless hours on
the phone between parties, initial drafts, final drafts,, email, text, etc with KRN board of directors. Exhausting stull
when trying to facilitate a transaction between so many entities.
Hard to keep up with the whats, whos, wheres, whens the past year and a half, so its good that I have a thorough
paper trail to support the actual facts along the way........
Once all of this information makes its way to Mr Phinneys legal team, it will be interesting to see what his
thoughts are on all 3 of the proposals.
If these proposals were plausible in his expert opinion, and he agrees with the experts on our teams side
regarding the proposals, could questions about fiduciary duties to shareholders come into question.
Oh the drama of it all!
Its funny you know, curvy. One of the current directors sent me an email advising that the engineering team was
making a lot of money to inform the board of the actual facts where the proposals were concerned, and yet I am

LA Pot Retailer: 12 shops, $1.6bln valuation
and, coming soon, Canadian Stock
Executive Interview: Becoming The
Largest Technology Company In The
Cannabis Industry

curious, can either of them sign off as qualified persons for anything potash industry related. I have tried to find
that infoout, but am having problems finding anything.
Maybe you would know their credentials.
Oddly enough, members of our team submitting the proposal can and have, so I look forward to Mr Phinneys
comments regarding not only the proposals themselves, but also the qualifications and decades of potash
experience of the team behind it.
I sure hope Mr Wheatleys directors have informed him of the players, as it might be a good thing to know whos
who in the zoo..now that he has placed me squarely on a global stage.
Anyway, lets see what the lawyers have to say tommorrow. Hope I can say goodbye to everyone here after my
meeting, but I have a feeling I already know the answer to that.
If not, Everyone vote, as this could be the most important vote in the history of the company
WITHHOLD and AGAINST all day long
All the best.
just my thoughts..
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So if I understand this correctly and I may not! The current board this time last year was Mr. Browns guys. If anyone
said anything negative or skeptical he was all over them. Now if what was printed is true when the board refuse to
accept his proposal and make him some instant wealth he began to throw them under the bus? Could this be to
replace them with a board more friendly to his idea and make him some instant wealth? I am always a skeptic
and this whole Brown thing does not seem to pass the smell test! But I could be wrong!
Rate this post
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"Karnalyte Resources Inc is a Canada based company engaged in in the business of exploration
and development of agricultural and industrial potash. The company operates through the Potash
and Magnesium, out of which the Potash business segment generates maximum revenue for the
company. It is also focused on developing and extracting carnallite-sylvite mineral deposits through
a solution mining process."
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KRN Shareholders, Management and BOD
I do not have a website or any other public means of addressing all involved, so I will use Stockhouse
one last time to issue the following message.:
Unfortunately, there is a lot currently going on behind the scenes right now including several lawsuits
being initiated leading into the AGM.
This is not the answer to any successful resolution.
Whether or not the urea, potash, nitrogen, or even selective mining is the answer, no one knows until
more information is available, but what I do know for certain is the massive amounts of money being
spent now continuing into the next year fighting, is definately not the answer.
Education and communication with a large dose of humility from all sides will solve far more of these
issues than fighting, as at the end of the day, shareholders will still vote at AGMs and these legal
proceedings will only divide our tightly held company further.
As with every family unit, there are ups and downs, and eventually disagreements sort themselves out
if cooler heads prevail.

Featured News Links
Did you acquire securities of Valeant
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HERE
Shareholders Receive $7.8 Million In
Dividend Payments In Q1 2018 – SEE
RESULTS HERE
New DealRoom Listing: First Mover in the
Undervalued Hemp Market

The first step to making that happen though is always improved communication.
I can only hope that all parties start communicating better to resolve these issues before this gets to a
point that there will be no return and lives are seriously impacted. Tranquility, understanding, and
respect from everyone involved moving forward is our only hope.

Broad exposure to metals markets: an
undervalued play
The Largest US Cannabis Company Yet
Begins Trading on the CSE

In an effort to reach out and calm this impending storm,
To all shareholders that I have shared this journey w ith, I w ish you all the best from the
bottom of my heart.

New Gold Zone Adds to Cardinal’s MultiMillion Ounce Resource

To the management team and the board of directors, I realize that posting messages under
intense stress, frustration, and emotion is not going to solve any issues, and I apologize for
any remarks, comments, or suggestions that have offended or insulted you in any w ay in the
past. It w ill never happen again.

Leading Blockchain Developer forms
strategic partnership with Anti-Money
Laundering Experts

To everyone bound together through holding KRN shares, I pray we all can get past this sooner than
later to become a strong, focused team, as our little companies survival now depends on it.

NEW Acquisition to Acquire Pilbara’s
Richest Historic Gold Nugget Area

I have learned a very valuable lesson in that trying to fix the worlds problems through emotional and
often continued heated discussions on these social platforms is not the answer

Sincerely,

Dan Brown
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Withheld
Discretion

Resolutions

R1

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D1

Page 6 of 7

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D2

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D3

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D4

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D5

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

D6

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

AST Trust Company (Canada)
Disclaimer:This report contains information derived from the security holder register maintained by AST Trust Company (Canada) as agent for the issuer and it is provided to you at the issuer's direction. It is accurate as at the time and date shown.

490

490

490

290,317

290,317

5,035

5,035

190

190

Votes

0
0
490
0
W

0
0
290,317
0
W

0
0
5,035
0
W

190
0
0
0
W

0
0
5,000
0
Y

R2

0
490
0
0
N

0
290,317
0
0
N

0
5,035
0
0
N

190
0
0
0
N

0
5,000
0
0
Y

R3

ZUREVINSKI
MARJORIE

Appointee

Meeting Total
For
Against
Withheld
Discretion

Voting Total

For
Against
Withheld
Discretion

Voting Total:

For
Against
Withheld
Discretion

Voting Total:

Resolutions

R1

6,061,051
0
5,036,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D1

Page 7 of 7

6,061,051
0
5,036,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D2

6,046,051
0
5,051,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D3

6,061,051
0
5,036,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D4

6,061,051
0
5,036,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D5

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

D6

6,046,051
0
5,051,842
10,380

AST Trust Company (Canada)
Disclaimer:This report contains information derived from the security holder register maintained by AST Trust Company (Canada) as agent for the issuer and it is provided to you at the issuer's direction. It is accurate as at the time and date shown.

11,108,273

550

Total:

490

Votes

550

Total:

Account Name

R26239783 BMO NESBITT
BURNS

Account
Number

6,380,051
0
4,717,842
10,380

0
0
550
0

0
0
490
0
W

R2

6,061,051
5,036,842
0
10,380

0
550
0
0

0
490
0
0
N

R3

For

1,632,891

75.72%

1,632,891

77.25%

1,665,869

77.16%

1,663,869

74.68%

1,610,355

77.25%

1,665,869

16

Page 1 of 2

Against

0

KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC.
COMMON SHARES.
CA4856722083
Annual & Special Meeting
May 1, 2018
June 7, 2018
No

15

523,461

24.28%

523,461

22.75%

490,483

22.84%

492,483

25.32%

545,997

22.75%

490,483

Withheld

2,156,352

100.00%

2,156,352

100.00%

2,156,352

100.00%

2,156,352

100.00%

2,156,352

100.00%

2,156,352

Total Voted

Votes Available
Percentage of Votes Cast

Votes Received

25,960,213

25,960,213

25,960,213

25,960,213

25,960,213

25,960,213

Total Unvoted

28,116,565
7.72%

2,172,002

AST Trust Company (Canada)
Disclaimer:This report contains information derived from the security holder register maintained by AST Trust Company (Canada) as agent for the issuer and it is provided to you at the issuer's direction. It is accurate as at the time and date shown.

1.6 Sanjeev V. Varma

Percentage of Votes Received

1.5 Vishvesh D. Nanavaty

Percentage of Votes Received

1.4 Gregory Szabo

Percentage of Votes Received

1.3 Peter Matson

Percentage of Votes Received

1.2 W. Todd Rowan

Percentage of Votes Received

1.1 Mark Zachanowich

Number of Accounts

1 The Election of Directors

Resolution

Security
Event
Record Date
Meeting Date
Confidential Voting

Issuer

As at May 31, 2018 14:46 ET

Tabulation Report

78.58%

Percentage of Votes Received

0.00%

0

0

21.42%

13

465,183

Page 2 of 2

Against
24.28%

0.00%

0

0

22.00%

14

477,783

Withheld

100.00%

2,172,002

100.00%

2,172,002

100.00%

Total Voted

25,944,563

25,944,563

Total Unvoted

AST Trust Company (Canada)
Disclaimer:This report contains information derived from the security holder register maintained by AST Trust Company (Canada) as agent for the issuer and it is provided to you at the issuer's direction. It is accurate as at the time and date shown.

The sum of individual percentages may not equal 100% due to rounding.

18

1,706,819

Number of Accounts

3 Name Change

78.00%

Percentage of Votes Received

1,694,219

75.72%

17

For

Number of Accounts

2 Appointment of Auditors

Percentage of Votes Received

Resolution

Issuer
Security
Event
Record Date
Meeting Date
Confidential Voting
Account

GERRY BEVAN
876 PARKRIDGE DR SE
CALGARY AB
T2J 5C6

19338856

81338854

BBS SECURITIES INC
VIRTUAL BROKERS
4100 YONGE STREET
SUITE 507
TORONTO ON
M2P 2B5

LAUREL D BASSINGTHWAITE
PO BOX 366 620 CHARLES STREET
ASQUITH SK
S0K 0J0

ALBERTA TREASURY BRANCHES
ATB PLACE 9888 JASPER AVE
EDMONTON AB
T5J 1P1

JOYCE ADAMS
116 CRYSTALRIDGE
OKOTOKS AB
T0L 1T2

Account
3818439 MANITOBA LTD
ATTN DONALD PARKS 314 LAMONT
BLVD
WINNIPEG MB
R3P 0G1

Resolutions
1 = The Election of Directors
2 = Appointment of Auditors
3 = Name Change

NADINE Y BENSON
316 PORTAGE STREET
KEEWATIN ON
P0X 1C0

68239782
C07

90538857

88339781
CC8

47938858

33438857

Account Number

KARNALYTE RESOURCES INC. COMMON
SHARES.
CA4856722083
Annual & Special Meeting
May 1, 2018
June 7, 2018
No
All

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Account
Type

Vote Codes
Y = For
N = Against
W = Withheld
S = Spoiled

As at May 31, 2018 14:46 ET

Proxy Holder Accounts Report - All

12,500

1,255

1,400

221

5,250

1,110

10,400

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Voted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

1

83038856

ELAINE BRAUN
50 CHAPALINA GREEN SE
CALGARY AB
T2X 3Y3

MYRTLE BRIJBASI
3902 HEMLOCK PL
TEMPLE HILLS MD
20748

JULIUS BRINKMAN
157 2ND AVE N
SASKATOON SK
S7K 2A9

GEORGE BROTHERSTON
2622 ASSINIBOINE CRESCENT
WINNIPEG MB
R3J 0B7

JEFFREY W BURGESS
44 MILLCREST PLACE SW
CALGARY AB
T2Y 2K5

STEPHEN BURKE & GUNILLA BURKE
JT TEN
NYGATAN 1
ROANOKE VA
24033

FRANCES BURNS
186 SHERWOOD ROAD
BEACONSFIELD QC
H9W 2G8

84038857

49938860

24238861

18638855

63138857

20238857

1138855

26239783
C12

DOUGLAS MICHAEL BIRD
BOX 302
BLACKIE AB
T0L 0J0

BMO NESBITT BURNS INC
1 FIRST CANADIAN PL
13TH FLOOR
P.O.BOX 150
TORONTO ON
M5X 1H3

Account

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Account
Type

1,100

1,100

2,520

3,880

44,728

14,909

25,700

2,508,970

1,500

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

37,750

Voted

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

2

70838856

46638857

57939784
C32

89039782
C42

JOHNATHON A CHARTRAND
130 OAKWOOD AVENUE
WINNIPEG MB
R3L 1C9

45638856

CIBC WORLD MARKETS INC
BCE PL 11TH FLR
161 BAY ST
TORONTO ON
M5J 2S8

CIBC MELLON GLOBAL SECURITIES
SERVICES GSS
320 BAY ST
P.O.BOX 1
TORONTO ON
M5H 4A6

FLORA CHAN & COGBURN CHAN JT
TEN
529 BUCHANAN ROAD NW
EDMONTON AB
T6R 2B6

99538856

MACKIE RESEARCH CAPITAL
222 BAY ST SUITE 1500
TORONTO DOMINION CENTRE
P O BOX 265
TORONTO ON
M5K 1J5

EDWARD JONES CANADA
77 BRONTE ROAD
OAKVILLE ON
L6L 3B7

ALICE P CHAN
8203 24 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON AB
T6K 2W2

60139784
C35

15639782
C05

25439782
C54

PATRICK CALLAGHAN
27 CORBETT CRESCENT
AURORA ON
L4G 2E9

CANACORD GENUITY CORP
2200 609 GRANVILLE ST
PACIFIC CENTRE
P.O.BOX 10337
VANCOUVER BC
V7Y 1H2

Account

Account Number

CDS

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

CDS

CDS

Registered

Account
Type

2,271,504

72,420

1,100

4,500

5,400

214,995

119,037

32,993

1,100

Votes
Available Status

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

0

0

108,713

0

0

0

0

128,500

98,747

Voted

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

3

DEENA DE LA TORRE AND
JORGE DE LA TORRE
PO BOX 614
KITSCOTY AB
T0B 2P0

RAYWAT S DEONANDAN
609 138 SOMERSET STREET W
OTTAWA ON
K2P 0A3

GARY DERDALL & BRENDA DERDALL
JT TEN
158 A E ADAMS CRESCENT
SASKATOON SK
S7K 5M7

BROOKE J DUNCAN
30 LOCK CRESCENT
OKOTOKS AB
T1S 1E8

JANET ELLICE
BOX 53
BLACKIE AB
T0L 0J0

15338862

31038855

61238855

85338858

29238856

55939782
C09

52838859

CREDENTIAL SECURITIES INC
801 120 ADELAIDE ST W
TORONTO ON
M5H 1T1

MARTIN J COOPER
12 EVERGREEN ROW SW
CALGARY AB
T2Y 5B1

94738861

CITIBANK CANADA
123 FRONT ST W
SUITE 1800
TORONTO ON
M5J 2M3

Account

MICHELLE CLARK AND JAMES CLARK
378 DEVINE ST
SARNIA ON
N7T 1V4

8739782
CD5

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

CDS

Account
Type

1,100

236

10

1,559

14,909

397,954

6,600

14,909

565,109

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Voted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Source

0

0

0

0

14,909 PRINT

22,635

0

0

54,900

Voted

R: _WN

Vote Pattern

2018-05-30 D:
10:30 AM ET WWWWWW

Vote Date

4

86038859

21438858

95538862

32438856

16339783
IBC01

CLAY HUMFREY
RR3
HIGH RIVER AB
T1V 1N3

72838858

MARK T IRELAND
BOX 352
STONEWALL MB
R0C 2Z0

INTERACTIVE BROKERS CANADA INC
C/O MEDIANT COMMUNICATIONS LLC
STEPHANIE FITZHENRY
PROXY CENTRE
100 DEMAREST DRIVE
WAYNE NJ
07470

ANGELA M HODGINS
48 WESTMOUNT CIRCLE
OKOTOKS AB
T1S 0B6

39039783
C57

MIKE HASTLE
1176 MAUREEN CRES
SUDBURY ON
P3A 3K5

59938856

HAYWOOD SECURITIES INC
400 BURRARD ST
COMMERCE PL
SUITE 2000
VANCOUVER BC
V6C 3A6

REINA HALL
376 DEVINE STREET
SARNIA ON
N7T 1V4

56939783
C72

PETER FRIESEN
231037 RGE RD 275
ROCKYVIEW AB
T1X 0H8

GMP SECURITIES L P
145 KING ST W
SUITE 1100
TORONTO ON
M5H 1J8

Account

Account Number

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Account
Type

4,200

278,947

2,500

234

189,400

1,700

1,000

33,544

3,450

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Voted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

5

RUSSELL JORDAN
6 BOW RIDGE CLOSE
COCHRANE AB
T4C 1V8

BERNARD KARTICK
APT 704 33 GABIAN WAY
TORONTO ON
M6M 5G8

CHRISTOPHER KARTICK
39 BRIER PARK RD
BRANTFORD ON
N3R 3P9

CHRISTOPHER KARTICK AND
CLAUDIA KARTICK
39 BRIER PARK RD
BRANTFORD ON
N3R 3P9

GEORGE T KWAS
317 BROOKLYN CRESCENT
WARMAN SK
S0K 0A1

JOSEPH LAL
3730 50 STREET NW
APT 402
CALGARY AB
T3A 2V9

EMMA LATTER
7 CHAPARRAL ROAD SE
CALGARY AB
T2X 3J6

27438854

73838859

23438860

6138860

7138861

51938858

88038861

10338857

30439784
CA7

JAYVEE & CO
PO BOX 611 COMMERCE COURT
POSTAL STATION
TORONTO ON
M5L 1L7

LEEDE JONES GABLE INC
777 8 AVE SW
SUITE 2300
CALGARY AB
T2P 3R5

Account

Account Number

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Account
Type

4,318

171

14,909

266

14,909

2,839

17,748

1,550

20,000

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Voted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

6

RON LOVE
91 SIENNA HEIGHTS WAY SW
CALGARY AB
T3H 3T5

JOHN LYOTIER &
JEANNINE LYOTIER JTWROS
23747 ROCK RIDGE DR
MAPLE RIDGE BC
V4R 2W2

ROBERT T MACGILLIVRAY
BOX 1666 410 SLADE PLACE
NANTON AB
T0L 1R0

WILLIAM MACKILLOP & SUSAN
MACKILLOP JT TEN
416 6TH AVENUE SE
HIGH RIVER AB
T1V 1H9

34438858

11638858

93538860

91738858

4738858

RICK MARCHELLO
204 51 DONLANDS AVENUE
TORONTO ON
M4J 5B3

PETER D MATSON
716 THORNLOE DR
THUNDER BAY ON
P7C 5L5

KEVIN MATTAI
12203 81 ST NW
EDMONTON AB
T5B 2T2

82338855

738854

67238861

41939782
C89

MICHAEL Y S LOO
190 RAJPUT WAY
SASKATOON SK
S7W 0L5

MANULIFE SECURITIES INC
BENJAMIN MANION
1375 KERNS RD
BURLINGTON ON
L7R 4X8

Account

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Account
Type

14,909

5,000

1,964

7,980

16,060

443

5,030

581

199

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Voted

Voted

0

5,000 TEL

0

0

0

0

0

0

199 TEL

Source

Vote Pattern

R: _YY
2018-05-28
07:33 PM ET D: YYYYYY

R: _YY
2018-05-30
12:00 AM ET D: YYYYYY

Vote Date

7

DANIEL E MCKAIN
307 2ND AVE SW P O BOX 128
BLACK DIAMOND AB
T0L 0H0

40638861

36438860

JOSEPH MURPHY
301 728 3RD AVE NW
CALGARY AB
T2N 0J1

60138854

65238859

VALERIE NEWMAN & STEPHEN
NEWMAN
JT TEN
544 MAIN ROAD RD1
GISBORNE NEW ZEALAND

BILL NORLEN
102 809 SUPERIOR STREET
KEEWATIN ON
P0X 1C0

GERALDINE A PENROSE &
MAUREEN NORRIE JTWROS
24 PINEWOOD AVE
GRIMSBY ON
L3M 1W3

50938857

71838857

76538862

42639783
C34

DAVID MORRISON
162 TUSCANY GLEN PL NW
CALGARY AB
T3L 2Z3

14638861

NBCN INC
1925 1010 RUE DE LA GAUCHETIERE O
MONTREAL QC
H3B 5J2

AMALIA METTIMANO
1419 SUNWOOD RD SE
CALGARY AB
T2X 2L5

96539783
C17

MICHAEL MATTAI
12203 81 ST NW
EDMONTON AB
T5B 2T2

MERRILL LYNCH CDA INC
MERRILL LYNCH CANADA TOWER
200 KING ST W
TORONTO ON
M5H 3W3

Account

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Account
Type

2,900

1,000

36,900

699,521

440

1,000

22,364

157,112

2,074

14,909

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

48,215

Voted

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

8

JOSEPH PETRATUR
98 SUNSET WAY
PRIDDIS AB
T0L 1W0

DAVID PHINNEY AND ERIN KEMBEL
34 SANDRA BAY
WINNIPEG MB
R3T 0K1

LANDON PHINNEY
403 WOODVIEW BAY
OKOTOKS AB
T1S 1M1

30438854

35038859

75838861

53838860

PETERS & CO
3900 BANKERS HALL W
88 THIRD ST SW
CALGARY AB
T2P 5C5

ROBERT J PETERS
181 ST JOHN ST
FREDERICTON NB
E3B 4A8

80039783
C01

43639784
PSC

3738857

PERSHING SECURITIES CANADA
LIMITED AGENT
ROYAL BANK PLAZA
200 BAY ST NORTH TOWER 25TH FL
TORONTO ON
M5J 2J5

JERRY ORTLIEB & JOAN ORTLIEB
JT TEN
115 LYNDAL AVENUE BOX 554
KEEWATIN ON
P0X 1C0

64138858

ODLUM BROWN LIMITED
1800 609 GRANVILLE ST
P.O.BOX 10012 PACIFIC CENTRE
VANCOUVER BC
V7Y 1A3

Account

RONALD F J OLCHOWSKI
5 BATEMAN CRESCENT
SASKATOON SK
S7H 3C1

9139783
C52

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

CDS

Registered

Registered

CDS

Account
Type

185,621

14,909

2,900

1,100

13,920

59,005

7,900

479

8,129

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Voted

Voted

Partially Voted

Source

7,900 PRINT

479 PRINT

1,100

0 PRINT

0

0

0

0

15,650

Voted

Vote Pattern

2018-05-28
03:11 PM ET

R: _YY
2018-05-30
09:36 AM ET D: YYYYYY

R: _YY
2018-05-30
09:36 AM ET D: YYYYYY

Vote Date

9

STEVEN PHINNEY
414 20 INNSBRUCK WAY
WINNIPEG MB
R2P 1T2

THOMAS NORMAN PHINNEY & CONNIE
PHINNEY JT TEN
30 MASSENA CRESCENT
WINNIPEG MB
R2P 0K9

74838860

54838861

98738855

37038861

77539783
C58

27439784
C06

739784
CE5

92738859

69139783
C56

ROBIN PHINNEY
403 WOODVIEW BAY
OKOTOKS AB
T1S 1M1

MARILYN RAYNER AND FEDRIK
MALMBERG
DAG HAMMARSKJOLDS VAG ID
224 64 LUND SWEDEN

RAYMOND JAMES LIMITED
601 W GEORGIA ST
SUITE 1000
VANCOUVER BC
V6B 5E2

QUESTRADE INC
5650 YONGE ST
NORTH YORK ON
M2M 4G3

QTRADE SECURITIES INC
ONE BENTALL CENTRE
505 BURRARD ST
VANCOUVER BC
V7X 1M6

BRIAN PISCHKE
BOX 2
WHITEMOUTH MB
R0E 2G0

PI FINANCIAL CORP
666 BURRARD STREET SUITE 1900
VANCOUVER BC
V6C 3N1

Account

Account Number

Registered

CDS

CDS

CDS

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

Account
Type

14,909

101,671

274,345

153,154

11,220

59,134

20,000

14,909

1,344,823

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Source

0

0

0 PRINT

0

0

1,854

0

0

25,857

Voted

2018-05-28
03:12 PM ET

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

10

58838855

JOSEPH RUPNARAIN
402-3730 50 ST NW
CALGARY AB
T3A 2V9

RAVINDRA RUPNARAIN
11708 35A AVE
EDMONTON AB
T6J 0B3

MAGGIE SALO
32 HARTFIELD CRT
ETOBICOKE ON
M9A 3E3

87338860

66238860

55838862

81339784
C43

PATRICK RITCHOT
96 SECOND AVENUE
LA SALLE MB
R0G 0A1

79838855

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
ROYAL BANK PLAZA
200 BAY ST
TORONTO ON
M5J 2J5

NICHOLAS RITCHOT
96 SECOND AVENUE
LA SALLE MB
R0G 0A1

28438855

RBC INVESTOR SERVICES TRUST
C/O RBC DEXIA INVESTOR
SERVICES SECURITIES CAGE
155 WELLINGTON ST W 2ND FLR
TORONTO ON
M5V 3L3

RBC DOMINION SECURITIES INC
P.O.BOX 50
ROYAL BANK PLAZA
NORTH TOWER
TORONTO ON
M5J 2W7

Account

AMANDA RITCHOT
96 SECOND AVENUE
LA SALLE MB
R0G 0A1

17339784
C46

38439782
C11

Account Number

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

CDS

Account
Type

2,123

42,581

48,259

122,598

1,500

3,000

1,500

10,000

4,661,199

Votes
Available Status

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

258,411

Voted

Source

Vote Date

Vote Pattern
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12638859

BRYAN L SJODIN
9147 WRIGHT ST
LANGLEY BC
V1M 3T4

WYATT MAGNUS SJODIN
2653 WILDWOOD DR
LANGLEY BC
V2Y 1G5

GUJARAT STATE FERTILIZERS AND
CHEMICALS LIMITED
PO FERTILIZERNAGAR DIST
VAODARA GUJARAT
391 750
INDIA

5138859

48638859

22238859

44938855

95739782
CAA

76839782
C73

WILLIAM E SINCLAIR
9836 ADRIAN PL SE
CALGARY AB
T2J 1C8

13338860

FIDELITY CLEARING CANADA ULC
200-483 BAY ST
TORONTO ON
M5G 2N7

TD WATERHOUSE CANADA INC
60 NORTH WIND PL
SCARBOROUGH ON
M1S 5L4

GORDON SERFAS
174 170 STOCKS CRESCENT
PENTICTON BC
V2A 9C9

97539784
C36

RANDALL J SAWATZKY
BOX 1 SITE 13 RR 2
OKOTOKS AB
T1S 1A2

SCOTIA CAPITAL INC
SCOTIA PLAZA 23RD FLR
40 KING ST W
TORONTO ON
M5H 1H1

Account

Account Number

CDS

CDS

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Registered

Account
Type

51,927

4,953,721

6,045,861

2,500

2,500

29,000

1,000

1,750,257

69,426

Votes
Available Status

Partially Voted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

Unvoted

0

Source

24,500

1,224,220

0 PRINT

0

0

0

0

69,463

Voted

2018-05-29
09:07 AM ET

Vote Date

Vote Pattern

12

JOHN WOODALL
2 3030 FREDERICK AVENUE
PETERBOROUGH ON
K9J 5H4

62138856

2738856

111

1,100

1,241

1,000

82,095

Unvoted

Unvoted

Unvoted

Partially Voted

0

0

0

23,000

Voted

Source

Total Votes Available 28,116,565 Total Voted

Votes
Available Status

AST Trust Company (Canada)

Total Accounts

Registered

Registered

Registered

CDS

Account
Type

2,172,002

Vote Date

Disclaimer:This report contains information derived from the security holder register maintained by AST Trust Company (Canada) as agent for the issuer and it is provided to you at the issuer's direction. It is accurate as at
the time and date shown.

RANDY WOLFE
12385 SKILLEN STREET
MAPLE RIDGE BC
V4R 2M5

43938854

VALEURS MOBILERES DESJARDINS INC
2 COMPLEXE DESJARDINS TOUR EST
NIVEAU 62 E1 22
MONTREAL QC
H5B 1J2

Account

PATTI WEBBER
19 INVERNESS BLVD
CALGARY AB
T2Z 2W7

78539784
CC9

Account Number

Vote Pattern

13

